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ABSTRACT

Today Big Data computer platforms employ resource management systems such as Yarn, Torque,
Mesos, and Google Borg to enable sharing the physical computing among many users or applications. Given virtualization and resource management systems, users are able to launch their
applications on the same node with low mutual interference and management overhead on CPU
and memory. However, there are still challenges to be addressed before these systems can be fully
adopted to manage the IO resources in Big Data File Systems (BDFS) and shared network facilities. In this study, we mainly study on three IO management problems systematically, in terms of
the proportional sharing of block IO in container-based virtualization, the network IO contention
in MPI-based HPC applications and the data migration overhead in HPC workflows.
To improve the proportional sharing, we develop a prototype system called BDFS-Container, by
containerizing BDFS at Linux block IO level. Central to BDFS-Container, we propose and design
a proactive IOPS throttling based mechanism named IOPS Regulator, which improves proportional IO sharing under the BDFS IO pattern by 74.4% on an average. In the aspect of network IO
resource management, we exploit using virtual switches to facilitate network traffic manipulation
and reduce mutual interference on the network for in-situ applications. In order to dynamically
allocate the network bandwidth when it is needed, we adopt SARIMA-based techniques to analyze and predict MPI traffic issued from simulations. Third, to solve the data migration problem
in small-medium sized HPC clusters, we propose to construct a sided IO path, named as SideIO,
to explicitly direct analysis data to BDFS that co-locates computation with data. By experimenting with two real-world scientific workflows, SideIO completely avoids the most expensive data
movement overhead and achieves up to 3x speedups compared with current solutions.
Key Words: HDFS, Resource Management, Time Series Analysis, Container, Virtual Cluster.
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4

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

High-performance computing (HPC) and cluster computing use resource management systems,
such as PBS/Torque [29] in HPC, Borg [144] in Google, and Mesos [81] in Twitter, to schedule
and allocate cluster resources. They allow computing resources, including CPU and memory to be
shared among multiple applications and platforms. With multi-core and virtualization becoming
prevalent in the current technology landscape, a compute node that consists of tens of processing
units is often shared by several applications in order to maximize the overall system utilization.
A key research challenge that is being addressed by the research community is how to manage
the system IO resources so that the virtualization overhead and mutual interference between applications running on the same node can be minimized. However, there are still challenges to
be addressed before these systems can be fully adopted to manage the IO resources in Big Data
File Systems (BDFS) and network facilities. In this study, we mainly study on three IO management problems systematically, in terms of the proportional sharing of block IO in container-based
virtualization, the network IO contention in MPI-based HPC applications and the data migration
overhead of HPC workflows.
The proportional sharing of block IO in container-based virtualization. Today’s cloud computing employs different resource management schemes to provision computational resources, for
example Borg [144] in Google, Mesos [81] in Twitter, Yarn in Hadoop, AWS Elastic Container
Services and etc. In these schemes, a popular isolation solution named containerization is adopted
to enable multiple applications and computing platforms to share computing resources, including CPU, memory and storage volumes. In contrast to hypervisor-based approaches [32, 31, 16],
containerization, e.g. Linux containers (LXC) [18], Docker [7] and Kubernetes [50], offers a
lightweight virtualization solution and promises extremely low performance overhead [65, 85, 116,
129, 151]. Given the fact that containerization becomes a new bedrock in current cloud settings,
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it poses a new research challenge about how to manage the system resources, such that the involved overhead and mutual interference between containerized applications could be minimized.
For example, in a multi-tenant setting with Big Data computing frameworks and applications (e.g.
Apache Hive, HBase, Pig, Spark and MapReduce), container based resource management system allocates private resources to corresponding framework/applications and isolate them from
each other. One container is often created and assigned to one framework/application, while a
comparable number of containers are sharing and managing resources on behalf of their specific
applications. It may be noted that these concurrent applications contend with the IO bandwidth
of shared underlying Big Data File Systems (BDFS) such as HDFS[13] and GFS[69], which have
been widely deployed as a persistent layer in today’s data centers [78, 113, 131, 139]. A straightforward yet general solution is to containerize BDFS itself to isolate and allocate its IO sources to
multiple tenant applications.
Storage Node 2
C1

C2

Storage Node 3
BDFS Master Node

BDFS Storage Node 1
Container 1

C1

C2

Container 2
App 2

App 1
BDFS
Instance

User Space

Proportional IO Sharing
by Containerization (CFQ)

Linux Kernel

Linux Block IO Layer (blkio)
Device Driver
Synchronous IO req. from App to BDFS IO threads, 64 MB
Synchronous IO req. from BDFS IO threads to blkio layer, 64 KB
BDFS IO thread

Backlogged req. in blkio layer

Figure 1.1: Proportional IO sharing in Containerization and BDFS
However, in this paper, we observed that the proportional IO sharing in containerization does not
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perform well in BDFS. The main reason is that the typical BDFS IO pattern, i.e., synchronous
sequential IO with non-negligible request intervals, cannot be well sustained in containers. This
can be explained as follows. BDFS in the user space intercepts user requests and splits them
into smaller requests. It then synchronously and sequentially dispatches the small requests into
containers in the Linux block IO layer (blkio), as shown in Figure 1.1. There are non-negligible
intervals between BDFS IO requests, due to the time consumed by metadata operations and IO
service at the blkio layer. By default, the Completely Fair Queuing (CFQ) scheduler [4] is used
by containerization at the blkio layer. After the CFQ scheduler processes a container’s backlogged
requests, it only waits for new requests for a short duration. If a new request arrives later than
a pre-defined threshold (typically 4 ms), the scheduler is preempted and will switch to serving
other containers. This design strategy allows CFQ to maximize its device utilization, rather than a
precise proportional sharing.
In the past, proportional sharing has been well studied in cloud and network storage systems. For
example, several well-recognized schedulers [74, 63, 76, 75, 104, 155] are able to proportionally allocate the available storage IO resources to multiple entities with regard to throughput (bytes/sec),
IOPS (IO operations/sec), and IO queue depth, respectively. Table 1.1 shows the comparisons between the existing mechanisms that proportionally share the IO resources. Most of these schedulers
are interposed into either hypervisor or user space, and they often adopt Start-time Fair Queuing
(SFQ) [90] based algorithms to handle bursty or asynchronous IO [76, 75, 104]. Basically, SFQ
tags each backlogged request with the arrival time, and dispatches requests into the device driver
in ascending order of tags. To achieve the proportional sharing in containerized BDFS, we can
replace CFQ with SFQ as the scheduler at the blkio layer. However, SFQ is a work-conserving
scheduler and aims to achieve the precise proportional sharing under the assumption, that each
container backlogs requests at any time window [90]. This may not be true with non-negligible
request intervals. Like CFQ, SFQ switches to enforce proportional sharing on other containers
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with backlogged requests, when an active container’s requests are dispatched and its new requests
are delayed by the intervals. As a consequence, proportional sharing is not effective by SFQ.
Table 1.1: Comparison of IOPS Regulator with existing methods

Scheme
CFQ [4]
mClock [76]
PARDA [74]
vFair [104]
IBIS [155]
IOPS Regulator

Sharing strategy

Work-conserving

Time quanta based
strategy
SFQ based strategy
TCP-like flow control and SFQ
Credit based strategy and SFQ
SFQ based strategy
Proactive throttling
strategy

Non-workconserving
Work-conserving

Implementation
layer
Linux
kernel
module
Hypervisor

RD, OLTP, DM

Local storage device
Storage arrays

Work-conserving

Hypervisor

RD, OLTP, DM

Storage arrays

Work-conserving

Hypervisor

RD, OLTP, DM

Storage arrays

Work-conserving

User space

Wordcount, topK

Hybrid

Linux blkio layer

Wordcount, topK

Hadoop File System
Big Data storage
systems e.g. HDFS

Typical applications
RD, OLTP, DM

Storage layer

RD: remote desktop, OLTP: IO intensive online transaction processing, DM: data migration.
Work-conserving: Scheduler always transmits a request when there is a backlogged request.
Non-work-conserving: Scheduler may leave device idle, even if there is a backlogged request.

One possible solution is interposing a proportional IO scheduler in the Big Data frameworks,
so that the scheduler can manage the backlogged IO requests, and enforce the sharing. However, the disadvantage is the limited generality. For example, IBIS [155] employs an SFQ based
scheduler being interposed in Hadoop/YARN. IBIS can proportionally allocate IO resources to
Hadoop MapReduce applications, but it requires significant engineering effort to port IBIS to
other frameworks, e.g., MPI. Another solution is to enforce strict isolation via IO reservations
and limits [76, 93]. Unfortunately, these static methods typically waste available resources.
In Chapter 3, we make the following contributions to achieve proportional IO sharing in containerized BDFS:
• We evaluate and analyze the proportional sharing under the BDFS IO pattern using existing
CFQ in containerization and SFQ solutions. The evaluation shows that both CFQ and SFQ
are ineffective to proportionally share the BDFS IO bandwidth in the blkio layer due to the
aforementioned reasons.
• We design and implement a proactive IOPS throttling method, IOPS Regulator, as an adap4

tive blkio controller to improve the proportional IO sharing in BDFS storage nodes with low
overhead. Our method proactively monitors the IO utilization of a storage device periodically, and adaptively throttles IOPS of a container according to its prescribed share. The
idea is to have IOPS Regulator adaptively dispatch a varying number of blkio requests proportional to the prescribed share. Although this method may lower the device utilization
under low IO load, this scenario is rare in real Big Data applications [155, 81, 144] that often
involve large and sustained IO demands. We implement IOPS Regulator in the blkio layer at
kernel space, and integrate it with the latest Linux containers.
• We design and implement a containerized BDFS prototype, BDFS-Container, which, we
believe, is the first study of containerization in the BDFS stack. BDFS-Container extends
the containerization mechanism to each BDFS storage node, and effectively provisions the
blkio resources to various user-space containerized frameworks.
The network IO contention in MPI based applications. With the increasing fidelity and resolution enabled by advances in high-performance computing systems, large-scale scientific simulations are storing greater and greater amounts of data. The resulting data sets allow scientists
to capture physical phenomena that couldn’t be captured in the past, but they must be stored, visualized, and analyzed to allow this new knowledge to be extracted. Nevertheless, it is widely
acknowledged that the existing speed gap between compute and IO will continue to widen in the
near future[121]. To mitigate this increasing IO bottleneck and allow science to be done more
efficiently, in-situ data processing, in which data analytics is executed alongside simulation on the
same core in a time-sharing fashion or on separate cores on the same node, is becoming a key enabler for petascale and exascale sciences. In-situ techniques allow data to be processed by analytics
while still in memory, without being migrated to the storage system. However, a key challenge of
performing analytics in-situ is that the analysis routines can potentially interfere with the simulations on shared resources such as network. In particular, we observed that simulation codes and
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analysis codes frequently execute their own MPI communications, each oblivious to the existence
of the other. The low level network IO requests issued by MPI are queued in the network layer and
processed by a shared network interface. If contention is not managed properly, the performance
of both simulation and analytics can be significantly impaired.
Recently, virtualization technologies such as Linux containers have been widely applied to data
centers and physical clusters to provide highly efficient and elastic resource provisioning [129,
151]. Network virtualization [95] technologies such as vSwitch have become the primary provider
of network services for consolidated workloads. VSwitch enables a physical network to transport IP tunneled packets between virtual machines and containers, and throttles the ingress or
egress rates of attached virtual network interfaces (vNIC) using standard Linux packet scheduling
strategies, such as hierarchy token bucket and work-conserving scheduling strategies. With these
virtual functionalities, virtual entities (e.g. Linux containers, vNIC and vSwitches) have become
a promising infrastructure to improve resource provisioning for HPC applications. As evidenced
by recent studies, virtual clusters, constructed by virtual entities, are becoming an alternative to
typical medium- or large-scale clusters maintained by academia, research, or business organizations [100, 117]. Public cloud providers, such as Amazon AWS [2] and Microsoft Azure [3], also
enable users to create virtual networks within a reserved virtual cluster. The benefits of using virtual networks include network isolation, security, customizing network protocol stack, etc. With
virtual clusters, we can provision the computing resources (CPU and memory) to in-situ execution
entities, e.g. simulation and analytics. However, the shared network resources are still competed
by the two entities, whose runtime details are hidden by its host virtual clusters. Moreover, generic
work-conserving scheduling strategies can be ineffective in allocating network resources to virtual
clusters in a high-speed network, e.g. 40 GbE. This is due to the assumption that each scheduler
queue should have backlogged packets for enforcing schedule policies at any time interval[73]
is not valid. In a system with a high-speed NIC, packets are not backlogged at Linux network
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stack layers, but instantly transmitted to remote physical switches [86]. Consequently, the workconserving schedulers at Linux kernel layer have not sufficient packets to enforce scheduling policies. To overcome these obstacles, we investigate how to manage the network resource contention
by learning and predicting the data movement behaviors of isolated simulations on virtual clusters.
In a virtualized environment, data movements in HPC applications are mainly hurdled by two underlying system issues, CPU over-subscription and virtual network topology. First, workloads are
often consolidated to be processed in an over-subscription mode, i.e., the number of processes
initiated on a node is greater than the number of CPU cores, in order to achieve higher resource
utilization. The communication phases in scientific simulations and analytics are characterized
by MPI-based bursty asynchronous transmissions (BAT), and their performance can degrade significantly in the over subscription mode. The overall throughput can be reduced by 3 to 4 times
(Figure 4.10), if the number of concurrent processes is greater than the number of physical cores.
Interrupt-based functions are often adopted to process IO events asynchronously. A key challenge
is that they are not efficient to handle IO requests on virtual clusters where physical cores are virtualized and MPI is masked by containers or hypervisors. To address this problem, we quantify the
performance degradation in the over-subscription mode for bursty asynchronous transmission, and
develop a middleware system to monitor CPU resource allocation and mitigate the performance
degradation by adjusting the internal mechanism of BAT. Second, virtual network topology can
greatly affect the performance of MPI collective communications in terms of of throughput and
latency. In the worst case (Figure 4.12), the performance overhead can be up to 4x. This is due
to the fact that virtual network fundamentally breaks the assumption of current MPI collective
operation implementations, that all end-to-end connections have the same bandwidth and latency.
Virtual switches residing with VMs or containers in physical nodes, instead of dedicated physical
switches, are connected by L2/L3 network protocols and packet forwarding rules. Then, without optimally configuring the topology of virtual network, the user-level communication routines,
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such as MPI collective operations, can be severely impaired. We optimally adjust the topology of
virtual network, and design a two-stage method for improving the performance of MPI collective
operations.
The contributions of Chapter 4 are as follows:

• We identify the problem of network interference between simulations and analytics, and
exploit the seasonality of simulations to solve the problem. In particular, we adopt seasonal auto-regressive integrated moving average (SARIMA) based techniques to statistically
model and predict the communication phases of simulations. This statistical method enables
users to discover the latent iterative data movement patterns without probing into the source
code and knowing the programming details of simulations.
• Based on the prediction model, we develop a cross-layer middleware system, IOPredictor,
which can dynamically allocate the network resources to simulation and analytics on virtual
clusters. IOPredictor is interposed between host OS and virtualization layer. Thus, it does
not require any modification and recompiling for applications and programming frameworks,
e.g. MPI.
• We quantify the performance degradation in the over-subscription mode for bursty asynchronous transmission, and implement an over-subscription aware mechanism to improve
bursty transmission performance in a virtualized environment.
• We evaluate the proposed methods against a comprehensive set of experiments using realistic scientific simulations and analytics. The results show that our methods can improve
network resource utilization and speed up BAT communication by up to 3x with negligible
performance overhead.
• We analyze the impact of the virtual network topology, and design a Two-stage MPI Collec8

tive Module to improve the performance of MPI collective operations such as reduce, gather
and etc. in virtual networks.

The data migration overhead of HPC workflow. In addition to in-situ execution, recent simulations require multiple cycles of data-intensive analysis and/or visualization to fully understand the
simulation results [35, 41, 26]. we formally define Hybrid Scientific Workflow as the specific type
of workflow that cooperatively runs HPC simulations and HPC data analytics together. In this hybrid scientific HPC workflow, HPC simulations often generate massive amounts of data including
simulation results(or scientific data) and checkpoint data. Checkpoint data is the state of simulation progress and used to restore simulation from failure. On the contrary, most analytic programs
spend the majority of time reading, but perform minimal computational analysis on scientific data
which usually are large data sets [112, 105]. Examples of such hybrid workflows include fusion
experiments such as those conducted at International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)
and Joint European Torus (JET), and high-fidelity fusion simulations on high-end systems. Data
analytic is a key aspect of many hybrid scientific applications. This process involves analyzing
data from previous runs and using the knowledge gained to determine how the next experiment
should be adjusted. Typically, this is a write-once-read-many workflow and performing analytics
on simulation results can lead to improved efficiency and a lowered cost of running experiments.
Another hybrid application is Quantum Monte Carlo Package (QMCPack), which produces 250GB
of analysis data every minute for production runs on 65536 compute cores. This sheer volume of
data QMCPack produces a huge challenges to analytics.
This scientific workflow gives rise to a big challenge of transferring the ever increasingly heavy
volumes of data (scientific datasets) across every level of network connection [6, 49]. Existing HPC
clusters usually consist of a dedicated compute cluster and a storage cluster as shown in Figure 1.2
a). We define Figure 1.2 a) as HPC-Traditional (HPC-Tra). In HPC-Tra, simulations and analytics
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are performed in compute-intensive resources, which are dedicated computing nodes without local
storage systems. The output data of simulations and analytics is written into a separate storage
cluster, where HPC Parallel File System (PFS), such as PVFS2 or Lustre, is deployed. Data migration is required for performing analytics on compute intensive resources against data stored on
PFS. This data migration can result in prohibitive latency given a limited network bandwidth.
Compute Intensive
Resource
Data Write
Computeintensive jobs
MPI
based data
analytics jobs

HPC
Parallel
FileSystem
Data
as separate
Migration storage

Compute Intensive
Resource
CheckHPC
point
Parallel
Data
FileSystem Write
as separate
storage

Computeintensive
jobs

SideIO
a) HPC-Tra: Compute intensive resource
and HPC Parallel FileSystems are used
to perform both compute and data
analytics jobs.

Data Intensive
Resource

MapReduce
or MPI
Scientific based data
Data
analytics jobs
Write
Co-located
compute and
storage

b) Proposed SideIO: Compute intensive resource outputs
checkpoint data to PFS; on the other side, it uses Data
Intensive resource as HPC File System and perform scientific
data analytics jobs.

Figure 1.2: Two Different Configurations for running HPC Data Analytics Applications (simulations+analytics)
In Chapter 5, we develop a framework-level solution named SideIO, for hybrid scientific workflow
applications that run in small to medium sized HPC clusters or cloud-based clusters, not in the
PetaFLOPS-scale or ExaFLOPS-scale facilities. To reduce data migration, SideIO keeps IO path
that conducts the checkpoint data storing in the traditional PFS as HPC-Tra, but creates an new
IO path to conduct scientific data to BDFS. Meanwhile, SideIO co-locates HPC analytics with
DFS on the same cluster rather than with PFS for two reasons. First, most PFS, such as PVFS
[124] and Lustre [19], rely on hardware based reliability solutions, such as per IO server RAID
[135]. If one IO node is disabled, the PFS storage system becomes inaccessible or very slow.
In comparison, a DFS DataNode failure will not affect storage performance and will in fact be
completely transparent to the user. Second, DFS exposes data location information to analytics,
therefore analytics can be scheduled to access data locally, minimizing intra-cluster data transfer.
SideIO separates checkpoint data from scientific data and leverages the existing DFS to support
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the semantics required for simulation IO operations. Since writing checkpoint data into PFS has
been fully discussed by Garth’s group[46] and Sun’s [89], the proposed framework mainly discuss
SideIO part, which consists of three interlocked modules: a) an IO splitter, separating checkpoint
data and analysis data from simulations’ outputs by users’ configuration. b) an IO middle-ware,
providing a generic IO interoperable management interface for both HPC simulation and data
analytics to access DFS.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND

2.1

Container-based Virtualization

Traditionally, virtualization technologies use an intermediate software layer (such as hypervisor)
on top of host operating system or hardware system to provide abstractions of multiple resources.
In recent years, the emergence of containerization, such as Linux container and Docker, has provided an alternative to hypervisor-based VMs. Technically, containerization splits a physical machine’s resources, such as CPU cores and memory spaces, and creates multiple isolated namespaces. Containerization as a Linux kernel module takes effect at the kernel level, offering abstractions directly for a group of processes. On the other hand, containerization shares the same operating system kernel, and as a result they will be less isolated than hypervisor-based virtualization.
The evaluation results obtained in paper [151, 129] show that as compared to Xen (hypervisorbased), Linux container has much lower memory isolation. This is due to the fact that the isolation
and resource allocation in containerization is done by a Linux kernel module, Control Groups
(cgroups) [17], which controls the resource usage per process group. CGroups is used to limit or
prioritize CPU, memory and disk IO usage for containerization.

2.2

Block IO Control in CGroups

The blkio control within containerization provides two basic strategies for allocating IO resources,
proportional IO allocation and IO throttling. IO throttling is used to set an upper limit to the IO
operations performed by a specific device, in terms of throughput, IOPS, etc. The proportional
IO allocation is implemented using the CFQ scheduler, which is non-work-conserving and allows
for idleness at the end of each synchronous request in anticipation of subsequent requests. This
12

strategy enables a user to set proportional weights to containers, and blkio resources are allocated
accordingly. For example, if the weights of container 1 and container 2 are set to 1 and 4 respectively, then ideally the ratio of IO throughput achieved by the two containers should be 1:4. In CFQ,
internally each process maintains a CFQ Queue (CFQQ) to store the pending IO requests, and then
allocates time slices to each of these queues for accessing the block device. Containerization creates a CFQ Queue Group (CFQQG) for each process group, which contains processes belonging
to a container. The duration of time slice for each CFQQG is proportional to the weight value
configured in containers. Also, there are three static tuning parameters in CFQ for synchronous
IO, slice_sync, slice_idle, and group_idle, to balance the efficiency and proportional sharing. The
default values are 100, 4 and 4 ms, respectively. The slice_sync parameter determines the amount
of time, for which a selected queue will be processed before CFQ switches to another queue. The
slice_idle parameter specifies the duration that CFQ scheduler will wait for the next request on
the current queue, before switching to another suspended queue. If slice_idle expires, the CFQ
scheduler switches to dispatching the requests from another queue to block devices. In particular,
if slice_idle is set to 0 or the underlying storage device is non-rotational fast medium, e.g. SSD, the
CFQ scheduler will internally switch to the IOPS mode and start providing proportional sharing in
terms of the number of requests dispatched by each CFQ queue, instead of the length of time slice
in the non-IOPS mode. The group_idle parameter enforces the idle duration for the CFQQG in a
container. Typically, when slice_idle expires with group_idle hanging on, the CFQ scheduler will
switch to serving another queue in the current container. When group_idle expires, the scheduler
then turns to serving other containers.
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2.3

Network Virtualization

Virtualization technology is the foundation of the cloud computing platform. At the fundamental
level, virtualization abstracts workloads from hardware. Furthermore, this abstraction enables the
provisioning of storage, network and compute resources to be dynamically allocated on-demand.
In addition to server virtualization, data center networking has also been virtualized. For instance,
both Amazon AWS [2] and Microsoft Azure [3] enbale cloud users to create virtual networks for
reserved virtual clusters. The benefits of virtual networks include network isolation, access to the
public internet, security and etc.. In network virtualization [95], virtual switch implementations,
such as Linux Bridge Tools (LGT) and Open vSwitch (OVS) etc., become the primary provider of
network services for VMs, allowing physical datacenter networks to transport IP tunneled packets between various VMs. Tunneling protocols, including GRE Tunnel [77], VXLAN [110] and
MPLS [37], leverage the decapsulation or encapsulation of original IP packets with new L3 and L2
packet headers, allowing network users to access and provide a network service that the underlying
physical network does not support or provide directly.
As physical switches, vSwitches also have two working modes: self-learning mode and open-flow
mode. In self-learning mode, a vSwitch records the MAC addresses from the ethernet packets it
receives and then stores the address-port mapping information into an internal table as forwarding
rules. VSwitches adopt the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) to avoid link loops. The STP is a network protocol that ensures a loop-free (tree) topology for any switched ethernet network. Although
in the physical switched network, more efficient protocols such as TRILL [141] and SPB [36]
enable shortest-path routing in L2, current vSwitch implementations (LBT, Open vSwitch) only
adopt STP as the protocol. Typically, public cloud providers, such as AWS ECS, use this mode
for connecting container clusters. In open-flow mode, a vSwitch separates the two functions into
fast packet forwarding (forwarding plane) and high level routing decisions (control plane). The
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forwarding plane is still built in the switch, while high-level routing decisions are moved to a remote controller, typically located in a dedicated server. The switches’ forwarding tables (or flow
tables) can be updated by a remote controller via the open-flow protocol, which is a communication protocol that provides access to the forwarding plane of a network switch. Open-flow enables
controllers to determine the path of network packets through the network of switches. This separation of the control allows for more sophisticated traffic management. For example, the topology
of virtual switch network can be programed as various shapes, e.g. binary tree, line and mesh.
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CHAPTER 3: BDFS-CONTAINER: ACHIEVING PROPORTIONAL IO
SHARING IN CONTAINERIZED BIG DATA FILE SYSTEMS

3.1

Motivation for Proportional IO

In this section, we demonstrate the ineffectiveness of proportional sharing synchronous IO with
non-negligible intervals via CFQ in containerization and SFQ, and discuss its root causes. We
further illustrate that there is a large amount of intervals in the BDFS IO pattern.
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Figure 3.1: Proportional IO sharing on disk IO via container. In each test case, three FIO instances
read 2 GB data from a local disk with weight ratio 1:2:3, various slice_sync values and average
request intervals.
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3.1.1

Ineffectiveness of CFQ in Containerization

The proportional IO sharing of Linux container can be ineffective, if there are intervals between
consecutive IO requests longer than the CFQ idle threshold group_idle. The intervals can make the
CFQ scheduler switch back and forth among IO request queues or queue groups without finishing
its assigned time slices. This results in the ineffectiveness of CFQ proportional sharing. In order to illustrate this limitation in container, we run three containerized FIO-2.1.3 [39] benchmark
instances, with the weight set to (1, 2, 3) respectively. Each of them reads 2 GB of data from
a local disk with 512 KB request size. The interval in the testcases follows uniform distribution
unif (0, 2k), where k is the average interval, e.g. 0, 4, 8 and 16 ms in the testcases. As shown
in Figure 3.1, the proportional sharing degrades significantly, when the request interval (i.e., 8
ms and 16 ms) is no less than the group_idle (8 ms). This is due to the fact that the group_idle
of an active container can expire if the request interval is longer than group_idle. This triggers
the CFQ scheduler to switch to other containers pre-maturely before its slice_sync quota is used
up. This leads to the situation where a container gets less resource allocation than its designated
amount. Intuitively, by simply increasing the value of group_idle, one would reduce the chance
of the pre-mature switches of the CFQ scheduler and improve the proportional sharing. However,
this can result in severe degradation of the overall IO throughput due to the increasing idle time.
Figure 3.2 measures the overall throughput under various CFQ parameters. When group_idle is
higher than the request intervals, the aggregate throughput of FIO instances can reduce by at least
46.2%. Furthermore, in the following subsections, we will demonstrate that the request intervals
can vary largely in BDFS. As a result, it would be highly inefficient to use a predefined group_idle
to compensate for those long request intervals.
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Figure 3.4: An example for ineffectiveness of SFQ.

3.1.2

Ineffectiveness of SFQ

We evaluate SFQ [90], using the previous experiment settings, and implement SFQ as a Linux
blkio scheduler for containers. Basically, it assigns arriving requests time tags or the system virtual
timestamps, and issues the earliest request into device drivers. For example, the tag can be

Pij = max(v(Sij ), v(Sij−1 ) + c/wi )

(3.1)

Here Pij is the tag time of application i’s jth request. v(t) is the system virtual time, which always
advances monotonically. wi ≥ 1 is the weight of application i and c is the cost of IO request, so
that v(Sij−1 )+c/wi is less or equal to v(t). Because in a storage device setting the per-request costs
are difficult to estimate accurately due to IO pattern and request size, the predefined c typically is
set to one [76]. Sij is the start time of application i’s jth request, and Si0 is 0. Figure 3.3 shows that
the request intervals make the proportional sharing of SFQ drop significantly. We take a deeper
look into this ineffectiveness using the case in Figure 3.4. Here we run three applications sending
synchronous IO requests. In the scheduler, the three pending requests are sorted by their time tags
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Pij in ascending order. After receiving the first request req11 at time f11 , App1 takes an interval time
I11 to do some computations on req11 . During the request interval I11 , SFQ will continue to dispatch
other pending requests into the device driver. If I11 > c/wi and f11 + I11 > P31 , req12 from the high
weighted application, App1 will be inserted at the tail of the queue and then dispatched after the low
weight application’s requests. In the worst case, the intervals cause that newly arriving requests
are assigned larger tags than those of backlogged requests. As a result, SFQ downgrades into
FCFS scheduler without proportional sharing. This ineffectiveness of SFQ can be further extended
to multi-thread cases. Supposing that App1 has n concurrent IO threads sending synchronous
1
1
requests into SFQ. There are at most n requests of App1, (req1,1
... req1,n
), which are backlogged
1
denotes the first request from the nth IO thread of App1. After the first thread’s
in SFQ. Here req1,n
2
2
1
1
)
is sent to SFQ with tag v(S1,1
use up, a new request req1,1
is processed and the interval I1,1
req1,1
1
> c/w1 . In such cases, the request start time S becomes the dominant factor instead of the
if I1,1

Intervals between
consecutive requests (ms)

proportional factor c/wi . Then, the proportional sharing of SFQ is downgraded.
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Figure 3.5: Non-negligible intervals between consecutive application-level and blkio-level requests
(10 MB and 64 KB). Each of 16 or 32 IO threads reads 2 GB data from HDFS cluster.

3.1.3

Request Intervals in BDFS

We take Hadoop File System (HDFS) as a case to study the internal request intervals in BDFS. We
run a parallel IO benchmark, IOR [1] on a HDFS cluster with 1 NameNode and 16 DataNodes to
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demonstrate the characteristics of request intervals existing in BDFS. Overall the request intervals
come from both the IO workloads in applications, and the IO patterns of BDFS IO threads. Figure 3.5 records the intervals between consecutive requests. We first run an IOR instance, which
spawns 16 processes with each reading 2 GB of data from HDFS with the application-level request size of 10 MB. Here the application-level request is issued by user applications to the HDFS
instance. When a DataNode receives an application-level request, the internal IO threads of the
associated DataNode will split it into blkio-level requests, e.g. 64 KB or larger size, and send them
to the local file system via HDFS interface. These requests will further be sent into blkio layer and
processed by blkio scheduler. Note that the request might be further split, if its size is larger than
the maximum request size of blkio layer (/sys/block/sdx/queue/max_sectors_kb). Figure 3.6(a)
further shows the histogram and cumulative distribution function (CDF) of application-level request intervals. The intervals are near a poison distribution across a range of values, primarily
under [40, 70]. Figure 3.6(b) shows the blkio-level intervals between two consecutive blkio-level
requests. About 97.3% of these intervals are distributed between 0 and 2 ms. Those blkio-level
requests are retrieved and combined to an application-level request, which is further processed
(e.g., computing checksum), thus consuming a longer time. Overall it takes approximately 50 ms
to process an application-level request, with the detailed breakdown times in Table 3.1. The interval time is used by HDFS to execute various vital operations, and the time spent on each of these
operations may vary depending on the OS, request size, runtime and locality.
Table 3.1: Breakdown of request intervals
Functions

Time usage (ms)

Create socket in client side

1.03

Get block id range from NameNode

2.03

Get a target from DataNode candidates

0.45

Create a BlockReader and a TCP link to target

8.6

Memory copy and checksum overhead

38.6
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Figure 3.6: The histogram and CDF of application-level (10 MB) and blkio-level (64 KB) request
intervals in HDFS.

With the storage being shared by multiple applications, the request intervals perceived by BDFS
can be rather longer. Figure 3.7 shows the application-level request intervals in three real Big
Data applications, search, wordcount and topK, on the HDFS cluster. Each application spawns
16 processes and each of which processes 2 GB raw data. The request interval varies fairly significantly, and the variation perceived by the HDFS is more than 750 ms here between search,
wordcount and topK. Table 3.2 shows the breakdown of time spent on processing each request in
wordcount. The largest portion of request interval is spent on processing the response data and
generating intermediate results. This irregularity causes a scheduling dilemma for CFQ, where
statically neither increasing nor reducing group_idle will work. If group_idle is shorter than the
maximum interval, such as 80 ms in Figure 3.5, the request intervals will cause the CFQ scheduler
to switch back and forth among request queues. Based on the results in Subsection 3.1, this downgrades the proportional degree in allocating block IO resources. Or else, the overall throughput
will degrade significantly, if group_idle in CFQ is larger than the maximum block interval. This
leads to the scheduling dilemma where adjusting group_idle does not work. The characteristics of
request intervals in HDFS pose a significant challenge to proportionally allocating HDFS resources
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Figure 3.7: Intervals between consecutive data block (64 MB) requests served by a DataNode.
Each process of wordcount, search and topK reads 2 GB raw text data from HDFS.

Table 3.2: Breakdown of request interval in wordcount

Functions

Time usage (ms)

Create socket in client side

1.03

Get block id range from NameNode

1.44

Get a target from DataNode candidates

0.09

Create a BlockReader and a TCP link to target

2.374

Memory copy and checksum

201.37

Data extraction and transformation

1343.47

3.2

Our Solution: BDFS-Container

In this section, we illustrate the design of BDFS-Container, and a proactive throttling based proportional IO sharing, IOPS Regulator.

3.2.1

BDFS-Container Architecture

In Big Data analytics, application data often resides in a local storage or BDFS, with the latter setup
offering significantly higher flexibility and scalability. However, within a BDFS, application-level
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IO may involve more than one entity across the network - not only the clients, but also co-located
or remote storage nodes. Although containerization can conveniently isolate the compute and IO
on compute nodes, the containerized applications or frameworks may still contend on the storage
nodes in a shared BDFS. To bridge the gap between the BDFS and computing resources, we
propose a middleware system, BDFS-Container, which extends containerization from compute
resources to BDFS.
Job1

Job2

Virtual Computing Cluster

container cont.

cont.

cont. container cont.

cont.

cont.

Physical Cluster
in a Data Center
Node

Node

Node

Container Pair

BDFS Container Master
(connect containers in virtual
clusters and BDFS)

IOPS Regulator

Node
Containerized
BDFS
Blkio Layer

Figure 3.8: Architecture of BDFS-Container

Figure 3.8 illustrates the overall system architecture of BDFS-Container. It consists of containers
that form a Virtual Cluster, Container Pair, IOPS Regulator, and BDFS-Container Master. Containers on a physical node are assigned local resources such as CPU and memory via containerization, and a group of containers forms a Virtual Cluster that executes a Big Data application.
Container Pair is a component within BDFS storage nodes and enforces blkio sharing specification to the containers that host BDFS IO threads. IOPS Regulator (detailed in Section 3.2.3) is
a proactive throttling based method for improving proportional IO sharing in BDFS-Container.
BDFS-Container Master connects the paired containers between virtual cluster and containerized
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BDFS.
Basically the two sets of containers are allocated on a per application or framework basis. The
first set is used to build a virtual cluster to provide an isolated execution environment for applications. The second set is deployed on the storage nodes and is responsible for controlling the IO of
BDFS IO threads. BDFS-Container Master is a daemon deployed on a master node to retrieve and
maintain the proportional weight specification, prescribed by system administrators or users during
the initialization phase of a virtual cluster. It will subsequently instruct Container Pair to enforce
the IO specification for the containers on each storage node. In particular, when Container Pair
receives a new IO specification from BDFS-Container Master, a new folder is created in the container directory, e.g. /sys/fs/cgroup/blkio/user_dfs_1, in which the interface files, e.g. blkio.weight,
contain the resource control parameters, and the tasks file is used for specifying the processes (via
their pids) to containerize. On the other hand, Container Pair intercepts BDFS’s IO threads, and
then maps these IO threads into the designated containers. We take HDFS as an example to illustrate this mechanism. In HDFS, when an application issues a file read request, the NameNode will
notify the application to retrieve the file blocks from a target DataNode. Then, the user establishes
a TCP connection to the DataNode to access the target file blocks. This DataNode will spawn a
number of IO threads (DataXceiver) from a thread pool (datanode.threadGroup) to load data from
its disk, and transfer data over a TCP connection. At this point, Container Pair will intercept the
DataNode’s IO threads, and place these threads into assigned containers. These containers will
eventually enforce the proportional sharing using the existing mechanisms CFQ.
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Figure 3.9: Evaluating the proportional IO sharing of containerized HDFS by two Big Data applications: wordcount and search. Each application spawns 16 processes to load and process 32 GB
(2GB per process) from the HDFS. The green parts of the bars are computation time and the red
is IO time for loading data. The x-axis shows testcases running the two applications with/without
assigning proportional weights or exclusively.

3.2.2

A Simple Proportional Sharing Solution via BDFS-Container

A simple scheme here is to employ current container CFQ for proportional IO sharing. We first
conduct comprehensive experiments to gauge the effectiveness using the default CFQ for proportional sharing. The CFQ parameters are set to default values. We run two real-world data analytics,
Facebook Search Job (search) and wordcount (wc), on a containerized HDFS cluster with 1 NameNode and 16 DataNodes. Facebook Search is an IO-intensive job at Facebook, reported in [159].
Wordcount is a typical Big Data analytics, that counts the frequency of words in a text dataset. In
the experiment, we run a wordcount instance and a search instance, with each reading 32 GB data
from the HDFS cluster. On each DataNode, search and wordcount are placed into different containers. As illustrated in Figure 3.9, the overall overhead introduced by containerization is very
low. The application with weight of 2 reduces its IO time by 1.33%, as compared to the case of
co-run physically, that is co-running the two analytics on the HDFS cluster using containers. We
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note that in the cases of co-run (1:2) and co-run (2:1), the analytics with a higher weight can be
improved by up to 4.5%, which is significantly less than the designated 66% of the IO resources.
This is further confirmed by Figure 3.10, where the request finish times in the high weight search

Finish time (ms)

instance overlap with those in the lower weight instance.
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Figure 3.10: The finish times of wordcount’s application-level requests (64 MB) on a DataNode,
where the IO throughput is proportionally allocated via container to the two co-running applications with various weights (wordcount:search).
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Figure 3.11: Proportionally sharing containerized HDFS IO. Each of the three IOR instances in
three virtual clusters spawn 16 or 32 processes, each of which reads two GB data from the HDFS
cluster with 16 DataNodes. The weights of IOR instances are 1, 2, 3.

To further evaluate the applicability, we adopt the IOR benchmark to run three parallel IOR benchmarks with the weights set to (1, 2, 3). Figure 3.11 shows that the higher weight a job is as27

signed, the higher the aggregate IO throughput is. However, the achieved throughput is much
lower than the expectation. On average, the throughput ratio of the three benchmarks observed
is 1 : 1.35 : 1.58. In our evaluations, we use the root mean square error (RMSE) between the
expected throughput ratio vector (in this case 1 : 2 : 3) and the actual throughput ratios to characterize the accuracy of the proportional IO sharing [71]. A low RMSE indicates a high accuracy,
and a high RMSE indicates the proportional sharing becomes ineffective. In this case, the accuracy
is 0.902. Just as discussed before, ineffective proportional IO sharing in container largely results
from the scheduling policy in CFQ, which leads to the case where the IO threads of BDFS cannot
make good use of its assigned IO time slices.

3.2.3

Our Solution: IOPS Regulator
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Figure 3.12: IOPS Regulator: Proportional IO sharing on a DataNode.

To improve proportional IO sharing in BDFS-Container, we develop a proactive throttling based
method (IOPS Regulator, Figure 3.12). IOPS Regulator is implemented in the Linux block IO
scheduler, cfq-scheduler, and associated with the kernel modules: blk-cgroup and elevator. Our
method monitors the IO load of a storage node, computes the average IO utilization measured over
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a fixed time window periodically, and adjusts the IOPS rates of containers accordingly. For the
utilization monitoring, each DataNode maintains an average of IO utilization, denoted by ut , on its
block device and the utilization at time window t, and a coefficient is added to smooth out transient
variations. The smoothing coefficient is denoted as α ∈ [0, 1]. Given a new utilization observation
ut :
ut = (1 − α)u + αut−1
The IOPS rate:
rt = (1 − γ)rt−1 + γ(

U
rt−1 )
ut

(3.2)

(3.3)

Here rt denotes the IOPS rate on a storage node at time window t, γ ∈ [0, 1] which determines how
aggressively the regulator works to reach the target utilization U , which is the storage-node-wide
IO utilization threshold in percentage (typically [95%, 100%]). Observed IO utilization, u, can be
calculated by sampling the device statistics (/proc/diskstats) periodically as the Linux system tool,
iostats. In our evaluations on the containerized HDFS instances, the time window is set as 500 ms,
α and γ are 0.5 and 0.25. U is set as 96%.
For IOPS rate adjustment, rti is IOPS rate to container i on a storage node in time window t, we
use the following equation:

wi
rti = P i rt
iw

(3.4)

wi is the weight of container i on the storage node. The IOPS rate is adjusted based on the proportional weights of end users. Whenever the average utilization u > U , our method decreases the
IOPS rate. When the utilization subsides and u < U , the IOPS rate is increased. IOPS Regulator
is implemented and deployed in the blkio layer of each storage node. To compute the IOPS rate in
a time window, we count the number of completed requests in the kernel data structure cfqg_stats.
With the above mentioned equations, a new IOPS rate is calculated and applied to the containers
accordingly.
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Table 3.3: Average request completion time
Request size (KB)
Finish time (ms)

3.2.4

16
0.11

32
0.18

64
0.35

128
0.76

256
1.52

512
3.09

Design Consideration

Work-conserving and non-work-conserving. Work-conserving schedulers (e.g., FCFS, deadline, and SFQ) are schedulers that always try to keep the scheduled resource(s) busy, if there are
submitted requests ready to be scheduled.. On the contrary, non-work-conserving schedulers (e.g.,
CFQ and other anticipatory schedulers) allow for idleness at the end of each synchronous request
in anticipation of subsequent requests. IOPS Regulator manages IO requests in a hybrid fashion
for making a trade-off between proportional sharing and device utilization. At the beginning of a
time window, IOPS Regulator handles pending IO requests in such work-conserving fashion and
low weight containers are not throttled, that can avoid idle time at the end of requests and benefit
the overall utilization. At the end portion of a time window, while the IOPS rates of low weight
containers are saturated, IOPS Regulator throttles the low weight containers, and handles the IO
requests of highest weight container in a non-work-conserving fashion.
Request size. BDFS IO threads submit requests into a blkio scheduler, which will further partition
them into blkio requests. The maximum blkio request size can be found at the parameter interface "/sys/block/sda/queue/max_sector_kb", which is typically set as 64/128/256/512 KB. Larger
request takes longer time to complete. The finish time of n pending IO requests with request size
S can be denoted by:
T = n × Tseek + n × S/Btransf er

(3.5)

Here Tseek denotes the mechanical delay due to seek and disk rotation and Btransf er denotes the
peak transfer bandwidth of a disk. Since the access pattern in BDFS is mainly large synchronous
sequential read (64/128/256/512 KB), n is 1 and T is approximately proportional to the request
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size. For example, Table 3.3 illustrates that the request completion time is proportional to the
request size in the sequential access on the local hard disk. In IOPS Regulator, if containers have
varying request sizes, rti in Equation 3.6 need to be further adjusted based on the ratio of the
average request size of container i, Si and the system-wide average request size, S, on a node.
wi
rti = P i rt (S/Si )
iw

(3.6)

Request type. IOPS Regulator handles reads and writes identically. In Big Data applications,
writes are sequential but significantly less frequent than reads. An IO thread in the issuing write
phase typically does not mix read IO. Hence, IOPS Regulator handles all IOs within a container in
a FCFS order without distinguishing reads from writes.
Table 3.4: Configuration of a node on the testbed cluster
CPU

2 × Intel Xeon E5-2640v4, 2.4GHz CPU
(10-Core, HT, 25MB Cache)

RAM

8 × 16 GB, SDRAM DIMM, PC3-12800
Memory

Internal HD

Seagate 2TB Enterprise Capacity 2.5 HDD
(12Gb/s, 7.2K RPM, 128MB Cache)

Network connection

Mellanox ConnectX-3, 40 Gigabit ethernet,
MCX313A-BCBT

OS
Network

CentOS 6 64-bit, 2.6.32_504.8.1.el6
Mellanox Technologies SwitchX based 40
GbE 36-port SX1036B
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Figure 3.13: Evaluating container overheads: the read and write overhead is evaluated with two
request sizes: 128 KB and 512 KB. The x-axis represents the number (1, 2, 4, 8) of containers
running on the testbed. Each container hosts an IOzone child thread reading or writing data from
the local file system. The physical case is running the IOzone benchmark on the testbed without
containerization.

3.3

3.3.1

Performance Evaluations

Evaluations on Local Storage

A multitude of research have shown that the traditional hypervisor-based virtualization, such as
Xen [32], VMware [31] and KVM [16], incurs a high performance overhead in memory and local
disk IO [85, 129, 151, 65, 116]. In this section, we evaluate the scalability, overhead of and the
effectiveness of our proposed IOPS Regulator on built-in Linux containers on a single node. The
detailed configuration is shown in Table 4.3. We run a set of controlled experiments on the block
device using the IOzone benchmark. Prior to each run, the block IO buffer and page cache are both
flushed to ensure that requests go to block devices, instead of cache layer.
Read and write overhead on container with IOPS Regulator. In the experiment, we run the
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IOzone benchmark on local storage with and without containerization. We vary the number of
processes from 1 to 8, and each process writes or reads 2 GB of data on the local disk with two
request sizes (128 KB or 512 KB). For the cases using containers, the IOzone instances are placed
into the containers and they evenly share the compute and IO resources. In Figure 3.13, we can see
that the overhead of using container on write and read is less than 5%. As the number of containers
increases, containerization exhibits good scalability with fairly low overhead (less than 4.8%).
IOPS throttling. In Figure 3.14, we evaluate the effectiveness of using IOPS Regulator to enforce
static IOPS rates for containers. We run IOR in each of 4 containers that are placed on a physical
compute node, and the bottom container is assigned at an IOPS threshold. The results show that
IOPS Regulator can effectively enforce IOPS throttling with the overhead less than 7%.
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Figure 3.14: Evaluating static IOPS throttling: the read and write throttling are evaluated with
two request sizes: 128 KB and 512 KB. In the plot, each stacked bar means 4 IOR benchmark
processes are performed in 4 containers.The x-axis (MB/s) represents the throttling throughputs
(10, 20, 30, 40) to the bottom meshed container. “Phy” is benchmark runs on the testbed without
containerization.
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Figure 3.15: Proportionally sharing IO: Figure 3.15(a) plot shows the normalized throughputs of
three FIO instances reading 2 GB data with request size 256 KB and CFQ group_idle 4 ms. The
x-axis represents the length of request interval (ms). The y-axis is the throughput normalized to
running three FIO instances on the testbed without applying proportional sharing. Figure 3.15(b),
Figure 3.15(c) and Figure 3.15(d) plot the IOPS of three FIO instances changing with time.

Proportional block IO allocation. Figure 3.15(a) evaluates the performance of proportionally
sharing a local attached storage via containers with IOPS Regulator compared with CFQ and SFQ.
We run three F IO instances in three containers concurrently with the weights assigned to 1, 2,
and 3 respectively. Each instance reads 2 GB data from the local storage, with the request size
of 256 KB. IOPS Regulator is run on a single node testbed. The time window is 500 ms and the
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thresholds α and γ are 0.5 and 0.25. The average throughput ratio of the IOPS Regulator testcase
is 1 : 1.97 : 2.73 and the RMSE is less than 0.105, which is reduced by 91.4% and 91.8%, as
compared to RMSE 1.082 via SFQ in Figure 3.3 and 1.135 via container in Figure 3.1 respectively.
Also, we observe that the IO share of FIO 3 slowly decreases with the length of request intervals
in the IOPS Regulator case. This is due to the fact that the demanded IOPS from FIO 3 is inversely
proportional to the request interval. The individual FIO 3 can not saturate the entire storage device
after the other two lower weighted instances use out of assigned IOPS rates and are throttled in a
time window. In Figure 3.15(b), we further illustrate the time series of IOPS that is allocated to
the three competing F IO instances. The green line of FIO 3 is more varied than other two lines,
due to the IOPS of FIO 3 affected by the throttling on two peer instances. In Figure 3.15(c), the
IOPS time series of three F IO instances are interleaved without separation. In Figure 3.15(d),
SFQ achieves lower proportional sharing than IOPS Regulator. This also results from that request
intervals and synchronous IO from F IO instances prohibit SFQ to proportionally allocate IO.
Figure 3.16 illustrates that IOPS Regulator, CFQ and SFQ proportionally allocate concurrent IOs.
As the concurrency increases, the proportional accuracy increases. This is due to the fact that the
higher concurrency the more backlogged requests handled by the schedulers. E.g., the proportional
IO ratios increase from (0.15:0.3:0.41) to (0.17:0.32:0.49) in the IOPS Regulator case, when the
IO concurrency climbs from 3 to 12. Another benefit of increasing IO concurrency is increasing
application-level IO demands and device utilization. In the testcase of four concurrent IOs, FIO 3
are intensive enough to saturate the storage device, even if FIO 2 and 3 are throttled. In the CFQ
and SFQ cases, the proportional sharing increases slightly, due to the aforementioned fact that nonnegligible intervals impair the two schedulers. A side effect of concurrent IO is that the aggregate
IO throughput decreases significantly due to the fact that the higher IO concurrency introduces the
more random IO.
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Figure 3.16: Proportionally allocating concurrent IOs: three FIO instances with multiple IO
threads are placed in three containers reading 2 GB data with request size 256 KB. The request
interval is 4 ms.

3.3.2

Evaluations on HDFS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of BDFS-Container equipped with IOPS Regulator,
CFQ or SFQ on HDFS release 2.5.0. The experiments are conducted on the testbed (Table 4.3).
We reserved 17 nodes for the HDFS cluster, with one node configured as NameNode and the other
16 nodes configured as DataNodes. The experiment datasets with three replicas are evenly stored
on the 16 DataNodes. HDFS is mounted on each node’s local file system via dfs-fuse [10], and this
allows applications to access HDFS via the POSIX interface. When applications read data from
HDFS, a requested data block can either be retrieved locally, referred to as co-located access, or
remotely from another DataNode that has the block, referred to as remote access. BDFS-Container
Master runs as a daemon on the NameNode. There are two containers created on each node: one
container for application processes, and the other for the IO threads of HDFS DataNode. Container
Pair and IOPS Regulator are deployed on each DataNode. Overall the results confirm that BDFSContainer can manage the IO resource effectively and the associated control overhead is negligible.
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Figure 3.18: Proportional blkio sharing on HDFS. In each testcase three IOR instances run with
different weights (1, 2, 3). The x-axis shows the IOR instance running with different number of
parallel processes (16 or 32) and different access patterns to HDFS (co-located or remote). The
y-axis is the throughput of IOR instance normalized to the physical case, that is running the IOR
instances on the HDFS cluster without BDFS-Container.
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IOPS throttling for IO benchmark. In Figure 3.17, the red bars are the IOR results of the colocated access and the green bars are those of the remote access. The x-axis represents the block
IO throttling rates on a container that hosts the IOR processes. The ‘Phy” case represents the
bare metal case, in which the IOR instances run directly on HDFS without containers. From this
figure, it is clear that BDFS-Container is effective in limiting the aggregate throughput of HDFS
with fairly low overhead (8.6% and 0.7% with/without data co-locality). The substantially higher
overhead of the remote access is due to the data movement cost across the network. Nevertheless,
the additional overhead introduced by the throttling functionality accounts for a small fraction of
the overall overhead.
Proportional blkio sharing for IO benchmark. In this experiment, we run three IOR instances
on HDFS, and each instance spawns 16 or 32 processes to load data from the 16 HDFS DataNodes.
We set the proportional weight of the IOR instances to 1, 2, and 3 via BDFS-Container. As shown
in Figure 3.18, the results of average throughput ratios are (1, 1.97, 2.6) and the average throughput
overhead as compared to the physical case is 3.05%. The RMSE of proportional sharing is 0.232,
which is increased by 74.4% and 79.8% compared to the proportional sharing via containerization
(in Figure 3.11) and SFQ (in Figure 3.18(b)). To further understand the micro-behaviors of IOPS
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Regulator, we sample the finish time of 32 application-level requests in Figure 3.19. Initially, the
proportional sharing is inactive and the three IOR instances read the first request approximately at
the the same time. For the subsequent second and third request, BDFS-Container kicks in and starts
to proportionally adjust the IOPS of IOR instances. In the end, the finish time of requests becomes
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fairly stable and the ratio of the IOR instances reflects the proportional weight in Figure 3.18.

Throttling rate to the logger analytics

Figure 3.20: IO throttling under multi-tenancy : ParaView loads 5.7 GB data from HDFS, and
the logger analytics keeps loading log data from HDFS. The values in x-axis show the throttling
rate to the logger analytics. “W/O_LOG” represents the time of running ParaView without the
logger analytics. “W/O_THTL” represents the finish time of co-running ParaView and the logger
analytics without throttling.

IOPS throttling for real applications. In this evaluation, we test the case where there are multiple
users running multiple jobs on the shared HDFS, with some of the jobs demanding a higher priority
than others. This is to emulate a realistic environment where there are interactive data analytics,
such as ParaView [23], being executed alongside other batch jobs. It is clear that the higher the user
experiences desired by the interactive analytics, higher should be the priority than others. ParaView
is an MPI-based visualization tool that loads analysis data from HDFS and performs rendering. In
this test, 16 DataNodes are configured with two containers on each node. One container runs a
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high priority ParaView process, and the other container runs a low priority logger analytics that
keeps reading and parsing 20 GB log data (Daily Global Weather Measurements 1929-2009 [5])
from HDFS. We aim to use the BDFS-Container to assign throttling rates to the logger analytics
so that we can ensure the performance of ParaView. In Figure 3.20, we plot the finish time of
ParaView while increasing the throttling rate of the logger analytics. The x-axis represents the IO
throttle rates to the logger analytics. When we set the block IO rate of the logger analytics to 10
MB/s, The finish time of ParaView is substantially reduced by 25.3%, which is close to the finish
time of running ParaView exclusively on the HDFS cluster.
Proportional blkio sharing for real applications. In this experiment, we run two realistic data
analytics, wordcount and search, on HDFS, where each of 16 DataNodes is configured with two
containers: one for wordcount and the other for search. Each analytics loads 32 GB input data
in total from HDFS. We use BDFS-Container to assign proportional weights (1:2) to the two analytics, and compare the results of running them exclusively and co-running them without BDFSContainer. As illustrated in Figure 3.21, the overall overhead introduced by BDFS-Container is
very low (less than 1%). The analytics with weight two reduces its IO time by 30.2%, as compared
to the case of co-running physically. On the contrary, in the cases of CFQ (Figure 3.9) and SFQ
(Figure 3.21(b)), the IO time of the analytics with weight 2 is only reduced by up to 4.83%, as
compared to the case of co-run physically. In Figure 3.21, we note that in the cases of co-run (1:2)
and co-run (1:1), wordcount is assigned 33% and 50% of IO resources respectively. However, we
observe that the former takes less time, which is counter-intuitive. The reason for this behavior is
that, after the high-weight application finishes, the surplus IO resource will be reallocated to the
lower weight application, which essentially accelerates the analytics. This is confirmed by Figure 3.22, in which the red line drops rapidly from the 17th block when the competing analytics
search terminates.
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testcases (wordcount:search).

Discussion on scalability. In BDFS-Container, although the master is a centralized component
dispersing users’ IO allocations to DataNodes’ Container Pair, this component is only activated at
the moment of that configuration changes, such as a user’s resources allocation changed. Also, the
scalable alternative of the master is building a hierarchy master, which partitions the whole large
cluster into small regional clusters. Then the centralized master disperses IO allocation configurations to regional masters and so on. Container Pair and IOPS Regulator are individual components
and deployed on each DataNode. Thus, they can scale out as the number of DataNodes scales.
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3.4

Related Work

Cluster resource management based on containerization: Many researchers in different research domains have performed a series of investigations on containerization from evaluations to
applications. Authors [85, 129, 151], have evaluated the overhead (CPU, memory and disk IO) of
containerization compared it with the traditional hypervisor-based VMs. Mesos [81], Yarn [143]
and Borg [144] have proposed to share commodity clusters among multiple users and multiple
computing platforms such as Hadoop and MPI. They took advantage of containers (LXC) to provide cluster resource allocation and isolation (only CPU and memory). However, these studies did
not provide any mechanism to allocate the IO resources of BDFS to users and computing platforms.
Cluster resource management via scheduling policy: In current virtualized and non-virtualized
clusters, there have been significant works on resource allocation via scheduling policies. Ghodsi [70] proposed a generalization of max-min fairness in a system with different resource types.
TetriSched [142] and PriorityMeister [162] achieved a higher SLO via job priority scheduling and
resource allocation. Quasar [55] uses user-specified constraints and resource classification to perform resource allocation. IOFlow [64] and sRoute [130] is an architecture that provides a routing
abstraction for the storage stack and enforces end-to-end flow policies that dictate a storage IO
flow’s performance and routing. Apollo [48], Omega [126], Paragon [54] and Retro [108] provide
a resource scheduler to make optimistic scheduling decisions based on the views of monitoring on
the cluster. Mercury [92] and Hawk [53] are new hybrid centralized/distributed schedulers. These
investigations focus on the resources scheduling policies on top of raw or virtualized clusters. As
a foundation to application-level resource scheduler, our research aims to enhance the underlying
resource sharing infrastructure in terms of containerization for the IO resources of BDFS.
Proportionally allocating the IO resources of storage systems: As for the research of proportionally allocating shared IO resources, IBIS [155] is a scheduler in application-level to assign
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the IO resource of HDFS to Hadoop related applications, such as MapReduce and HBase. Several
existing schedulers [74, 63, 76, 75] focus on proportionally sharing available IO resources via allocations of IO throughput (bytes/s), IOPS (IO operations/s), or IO queue depth, and vFair [104] focuses on proportionally sharing cloud storage to VMs with interleaving high/low IO-concurrency.
Gulati [74] proposed a flow control algorithm to enforce proportional-share fairness on storage
arrays and LUNs. However, these methods adopt work-conserving based schedulers to proportionally share cloud storage. In the context of BDFS and containerization, such sharing methods have
limited effectiveness due to the BDFS IO pattern, synchronous sequential read with non-negligible
request intervals. Elnably [62] uses a reword allocation policy to enable proportional allocation on
multi-tiered storage systems made up of hard disks and SSDs. Ahn [34] developed a weight-based
dynamic throttling which can provide proportional IO sharing for containers on NUMA multi-core
systems with NVMe SSDs. On the contrary, our solution is proactive IOPS throttling in blkio layer
with monitoring the utilization of storage devices. It can share the IO resources of BDFS to users,
no matter what the types of user-space applications (e.g. MapReduce, MPI and etc.), and takes
advantage of both containerization technology and low level IOPS control.
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CHAPTER 4: HARNESSING DATA MOVEMENT IN VIRTUAL
CLUSTERS FOR IN-SITU EXECUTION

4.1

Facilitating HPC Data Movement in Virtual Clusters

In this section, we aim to understand the characteristics of data movement in HPC applications, and
the need and feasibility of reducing network contentions and improving application performance
on virtual clusters.

4.1.1

Understanding Data Movement in HPC Simulations

Overall data movement in HPC simulations can be characterized by its seasonality and susceptibility to interference.
Data Movement Seasonality. From a macro point of view, large scale scientific simulations exhibit regular communication patterns, as demonstrated in the APPrime work [91] by the authors,
and these regular activities were shown to be a result of periodic MPI level communications to
synchronize partitioned data across processors in each timestep. To further understand packetlevel communication behavior of simulations, we run three production simulations, Gyrokinetic
Toroidal Code (GTC) [146], quantum turbulence code BEC [125] and fusion edge simulation XGC
[12], as well as two NASA Parallel Benchmark (NPB) instances, NPB-IS and NPB-LU [42], on a
virtual cluster. And we sample the number of transmitted bytes on the ingress vNIC on vSwitch.
The virtual cluster contains 64 containers, each of which isolates a MPI processor. These containers are mapped onto 32 physical nodes (2 CPU cores per node), with one container per core and
one vSwitch per node. We collect the packet level statistics by checking the auto-incremental TX-
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byte counter on a vNIC every 50 ms, and the MPI level statistics via tracing library DUMPI [33].
As shown in Figure 4.1, both packet and MPI level traffic of GTC, BEC, XGC and NPB instances
exhibit seasonally (i.e., periodic) bursty patterns. For example, the discernible bursts of GTC are
about 160 samples (i.e., 8,000 ms) apart. After analyzing the GTC timings and looking into the
code, we noticed that the interval between successive bursts matches the wall clock time of one
GTC iteration, and that the communication burst corresponds to the redistribution of particles as a
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Figure 4.1: Packet and MPI level measurements. The red solid line denotes the ingress packets on
vNIC. The blue dash line denotes the MPI level statistics.
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Figure 4.2: Interference between simulation and in-situ analytics

Data movement susceptible to interference. In general, data movement on HPC systems can be
attributed to IO requests to/from storage and MPI communications issued by applications. Due
to the lack of QoS mechanisms on these systems, data movement over the HPC interconnect is
extremely susceptible to interference [101, 57, 102]. This is the case for all Top500 [28] systems that we considered, e.g., Titan, Sequoia, Mira. Recently, vendors, such as Mellanox, have
started to realize the significance of the issue and have done some initial work towards providing
QoS on HPC systems. However, the QoS policies implemented are still quite rudimentary and
coarse grained. Generally, these mechanisms allow applications to be classified into two broad
traffic classes, latency-sensitive and bandwidth-sensitive, but this is insufficient for many application scenarios. For instance, Figure 4.2 illustrates the in-situ scientific data processing, where
the execution of hybrid MPI/OpenMP is coupled with analytics running in-situ. When the main
thread executes code regions outside the OpenMP parallel regions, its communication operations
can interfere with those issued by data analytics. In previous work (such as Goldrush [161]), investigators have enabled analytics codes to run asynchronously by “stealing” available CPU resources,
as long as there is sufficient free memory for buffering output data between successive simulation
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output actions. Although stealing CPU cycles from simulations to use for analytics can potentially
lead to a higher utilization of CPU (Figure 4.4), the two may also compete for network resources,
resulting in a longer execution time for both simulations and analytics. In such circumstance, current physical switches, e.g. Mellanox Switch-IB, can provide priority-based QoS mechanisms for
incoming application traffics. However, due to security and management policies, cluster users
rarely have enough privileges to handle these physical layer QoS rules at shared remote switches
for prioritizing the specific user-level applications.

Figure 4.3: Architecture of a virtual cluster

Virtualization in Physical Cluster. Traditionally, virtualization technologies use an intermediate software layer (such as hypervisor) on top of an underlying software or hardware system to
provide abstractions of multiple resources. are typical hypervisor-based virtualization products.
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Hypervisor-based virtualization, such as Xen [32], VMware [31] and KVM [16], runs on a host
operating system and abstracts guest operating systems from the host operating system. In such a
case, from the the guest VM’s perspective, the operating system and applications running on the
VM are completely isolated from other users. This enables that system administrator to execute
multiple operating systems on a single host and assign those guest operating systems to different
users to run their jobs. Nevertheless, despite its benefits, hypervisor-based virtualization technologies have not been fully accepted by HPC communities because of the overhead introduced by the
hypervisor. Several studies have been conducted to evaluate the performance overhead of virtualization. In general, researches [85, 129, 151] have demonstrated that traditional hypervisor-based
virtualization has a high performance overhead, specially in terms of memory and IO (up to 40%).
Compared to hypervisor-based virtualization, container-based virtualization (such as Docker [7],
OpenVZ [21] and Linux Containers (LXC) [18]) implements a lightweight virtualization layer
in Linux kernel, which promises a low performance overhead [129, 151] (less than 2% in CPU
and Memory). In this setting, container-based virtualization can be a viable option for HPC data
intensive analytics and provide low-overhead performance isolation. The use of container-based
virtualization can improve resource sharing and maintain multiple isolated userspace instances. For
instance, Mesos [81] is a platform that uses LXC for sharing a cluster between multiple diverse
cluster computing frameworks, such as Hadoop and MPI.

4.1.2

Virtual Cluster for In-Situ Execution

Given the characteristics of data movement in HPC applications, we further explore the feasibility
and necessity of employing virtual clusters and vSwitch to isolate and allocate resources to in-situ
executions. We test the following cases: (1) running simulations on a physical cluster; (2) running
simulations on a virtual cluster isolated by Linux containers [18] (LXC), which are connected by
vSwitches; (3) running coupled simulations and communication-intensive analytics on a physi48

cal cluster; (4) running coupled simulations and analytics on two virtual clusters that share the
same underlying physical cluster; and (5) running coupled simulations and analytics on two virtual
clusters using Linux PRIO qdisc to prioritize simulation’s IO traffics. In the physical cluster we
tested, each node has the NUMA architecture with 4 sockets and 64 cores. We run the testcases
on two cluster setups: 4-node and 8-node, with 48 MPI processes per node. Figure 4.3 illustrates
the high-level architecture of virtual clusters. The simulation virtual cluster (container 1 & 3) are
pinned to cores on sockets #1-#3, and the analytics virutal cluster (container 2 & 4) are pinned
to the first 15 cores on socket #4, therefore completely isolating the two over CPU cores and L3
cache. The remaining one core on socket #4 is reserved to run functionality modules, such as IO
prediction. Each container is configured with a vNIC which is further attached to a local vSwitch
for connectivity.
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Figure 4.4: Simulation performance on physical and virtual clusters
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Figure 4.4 shows the total run time of simulations in all five testcases. The hardware configuration
of the physical node is as shown in Table 4.3. The x-axis represents the run setup, and the y-axis
denotes the wall clock time (including time spent on computation, communication and IO) used
by simulations. In summary, using vSwitch introduces very low overhead (≤ 3%) as compared to
the method of moving data directly over the physical network for both GTC and BEC , co-running
with or without MPI benchmark. With the analytics running in-situ i.e., GTC/BEC + MPI benchmark [27] (Table 4.5) on virtual clusters, the performance of simulations degrades significantly as
compared to running GTC and BEC exclusively. It demonstrates that the network contentions are
indeed critical to simulation performance.
Work-conserving scheduling. Initially, we thought that a generic work-conserving scheduler
supposes to be a feasible straightforward solution. This is due to the fact that work-conserving
schedulers, such as WFQ and SFQ, can prioritize or proportionally allocate network bandwidth
resources to competing applications [127, 73]. However, the authors observed that these schedulers
are quite ineffective on high-end systems. The reason is that the working-conserving scheduling is
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based upon the assumption that each application should have backlogged requests in the scheduler
at any time interval [73], which may not be valid for high-end systems. On high end systems
with high speed network interface, the network packets may not be backlogged at Linux kernel
(network stack, vSwitch and vNIC), but rather transmitted directly to the network link devices,
thus rendering work-conserving scheduling much less effective [86]. Consequently, the workconserving scheduler will become ineffective due to not sufficient backlogged packets to schedule
in the Linux network stack and virtual network devices. To verify this, we run two iPerf [140]
benchmark instances transmitting data between two physical machines and use Linux PRIO qdisc
to prioritize one iPerf instance. The configuration of virtual clusters is as in Figure 4.3. Here,
iPerf is a network bandwidth benchmark for measuring the bandwidth between two connected
machines. We note that Linux PRIO qdisc is a work-conserving scheduler that maintains high and
low priority queues, and schedules the packets in the high priority queue first [86]. Once the high
priority queue is empty, it then schedules the low queues. In Figure 4.5, our results show that this
priority based work-conserving scheduling fails to achieve the prescribed priority for network IO
in high-speed networks, e.g., those with 20 GbE/s, 40 GbE/s and InfiniBand NICs, that are typical
in HPC systems. Even in the 1 GbE network, the high priority instance is allocated 0.826 Gbits/s
and the low one is 0.117 Gbits/s. In Figure 4.4, we illustrate the finish time of simulations (GTC
and BEC), which is co-running with MPI benchmark and prioritized by Linux PRIO qdisc. The
configuration of virtual clusters is as in Figure 4.3, and the physical network is 40 GbE. The result
shows that the finish times of high-priority simulations are reduced by at most 4%, and are much
longer than the testcase of running simulations exclusively on the physical cluster.
Our prediction based dynamic solution. In order to provision IO bandwidth more effectively
and efficiently, we aim to understand and predict the communication patterns of applications, and
to allocate network resources based on those patterns. In the system implementation, we adopt
Open vSwitch [20], which can throttle the ingress rate of a vNIC. In particular, the rate limiting
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capability is implemented by the Linux Traffic Control (TC) module, which adopts Hierarchical
Token Bucket (HTB) as the default scheduling algorithm. Figure 4.3 shows the overall architecture
of a virtual cluster. It has the following functional components that perform IO prediction, dynamic
bandwidth allocation, over-subscription control and vSwitch topology control:

• The IOPredictor samples the network traffic by checking the auto-incremental TX-byte
counter on a vNIC, and builds a prediction model (Section 4.2). Based on the fitted model,
the IOPredictor predicts the future communication behavior and coordinate with TC to adjust
ingress traffic rates.
• The Over-subscription MPI is a cross-layer component (Section 4.3.2) that monitors the
over-subscription status of a node on a virtual cluster. If the over-subscription status is
changed, this component will adapt the mechanism of BAT so that the performance degradation can be minimized.
• The vSwitch Topology Controller is a daemon (Section 4.3.3) that monitors the topology status of vSwitched networks. If the vSwitches are supporting open-flow mode, this controller
will adapt the topology to the full mesh, and use proposed two-stage methods to perform
MPI collective communications.

4.2

Modeling IO Time Series

With the traffic samples captured on vNICs, we want to further exploit the traffic pattern and make
predictions of future traffic using statistical techniques. Here we investigate the auto-regressive
moving average (ARMA) family of models, which is a well known approach to characterizing and
forecasting complex temporal behaviors. [128] ARMA based models are driven by the idea that the
current value of a time series, xt , can be predicted as a function of p past values, xt1 , xt2 , ..., xtp ,
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and q Gaussian white noise series. While ARMA models are only applicable to stationary time
series, the integrated ARMA (i.e., ARIMA) models can deal with non-stationary time series, such
as those of network traffic, by further differencing the series. The basic idea is that by differencing
the time series data at some order d, the mean of a time series can be stabilized by removing
changes in a time series, therefore eliminating the trend. Seasonal ARIMA (i.e., SARIMA) is an
extension of ARIMA for modeling non-stationary and seasonal time series.

Figure 4.6: Functional components of IOPredictor
For the GTC and BEC run, the initial sampling rate is set to 20 Hz and the window size is set
to 500 samples. When the window size is reached, the seasonality of the collected samples is
checked. IOPredictor uses discrete wavelet transform (DWT), which is a common technique to
transform time domain to frequency domain to detect periodicity in the samples, with a relatively
high DWT value indicating the dominant seasonality. If seasonality is confirmed, IOPredictor
subsequently calculates the parameters of SARIMA using the samples collected, and predicts n
seasons of future network traffic. If seasonality is not confirmed, there is a possibility that the
window size is too small and samples within the window might not cover a complete season. In that
case we reduce the sampling rate (e.g., from 20 Hz to 10 Hz) by half in order to extend the temporal
coverage, without consuming more memory space. Finally, based upon the predicted seasonality,
the IOPredictor adjusts the link rate of the associated vNIC by setting the ingress_policing_rate
and ingress_policing_burst parameters. We also periodically update the SARIMA parameters,
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in order to keep up with the traffic dynamics. To that end, the parameter calculation and traffic
prediction procedures are performed every m-season intervals with newly arrived samples in the
buffer. The m-season interval should cover at least two seasons of traffic samples and be no greater
than the predicted n-season samples. In the case of GTC, we predict up to three seasons of future
traffic samples, but perform parameter calculation every two seasons. Figure 4.6 illustrates the
major components of IOPredictor:

• The Seasonality Estimator calculates differences between subsequent traffic samples to generate a more stable time series, and estimates seasonality via calculating DWT.
• The SARIMA Parameter Estimator infers parameters for the model via Akaike Information
Criteria and maximum likelihood estimation.
• The SARIMA N-Forecaster creates N -period future network traffic samples based on the

Amplitude

fitted SARIMA model, and uses these forecasts to guide bandwidth allocations on a vNIC.
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Figure 4.7: Compute the seasonality of GTC samples
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4.2.1

Seasonality Estimator

The Seasonality Estimator first computes the differences between consecutive observations to generate a new stabilized time series. The original time series xt1 , xt2 , ..., xtn will be differenced into
a new series yt1 = xt2 − xt1 , yt2 = xt3 − xt2 , ..., ytn−1 = xtn − xtn−1 .
Based on the observation that many simulations perform computation and communication iteratively, and that the duration of each iteration can be fairly constant (Figure 4.1), we develop a
heuristic to identify the span of a season in a time series via DWT. When DWT exceeds a predetermined confidence interval, it indicates there are likely substantial seasonalities within a time series.
Admittedly, an alternative method, discrete fourier transform, can also be used for the same purpose. However, it is less effective in resolving discontinuous bursty time series, see Figure 4.7(a),
which is due to the Gibbs phenomenon [66]. Figure 4.7(b) shows the DWT of GTC samples. The
highest spike at frequency l in the DWT plot indicates the series consists of seasons with span l.
The highest spike exceeding the predefined confidence lines is at the frequency of 155. If all spikes
are within the confidence lines, it suggests that this series doesn’t have clear seasonality, or this
series doesn’t have enough samples to show seasonality. If the latter happens, we can adjust the
sampling rate to cover a longer time span. The goal of this seasonality estimation technique is to
automatically discover the latent iterative data movement patterns without probing the source code
of simulations.

4.2.2

SARIMA Parameter Estimator

Parameter Estimator is a key component to build a SARIMA model. It determines the parameters
via Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), and performs maximum likelihood estimation to determine the coefficients in SARIMA [118]. After we determine the span of a season, the original
series can be divided into two sub-series: a major sub-series including samples separated by sea55

sons, and a minor sub-series including those samples located within a season. That means the
SARIMA model can be further decomposed into two ARIMA models, arimamajor (p, d, q) and
arimaminor (P, D, Q). To determine the parameters of SARIMA, p, q, P, Q, we permute all possible AIC values of SARIMA, which is a widely used approach to quantify the goodness of a fit
and parsimony, and select the best fit from them. In practice, p, q and P , Q, are generally set to
0, 1, or 2 [118]. The AIC results indicate that the best model is SARIM A(2, 0, 0)(1,0,0) for GTC.
We determine the regression coefficients using maximum likelihood estimation. In this case, the
model is fitted as xt = −0.1175xt−1 − 0.4212xt−2 − 0.6074xt−155 + wt + wt−155 .

4.2.3

N -Season Forecaster and Traffic Control

N -Forecaster predicts n seasons of IO samples using the SARIMA model developed above. The
predicted series is filtered to remove outliers and near zero values. Then the series is processed via
log transformation in order to stabilize the variance [106]. The resulting data can then predict the
future times when a simulation will perform communications and the amplitude (i.e., the # of transmitted bytes). Figure 4.9 shows the original and the predicted time series of GTC. Figure 4.8 shows
the implementation of IOPredictor, which associates with Linux TC module and virtual network
devices. IOPredictor collects the IO traffic samples from the vNICs associated with the containers hosting simulation and analytics. The runtime statistic of vNIC can be read from the virtual
file, “/proc/net/dev”. After training the S-ARIMA model and predicting the future communication phase of simulation, IOPredictor can send control messages to Linux TC and adjust network
bandwidths by setting ingress_policing_rate and ingress_policing_burst properly. For example,
we allocate a small amount of bandwidth (e.g., 1% of 1,280 MB/s) to the container containing
analytics so that it consumes a minimal amount of bandwidth without being completely blocked,
while allocating the majority of bandwidth to simulations during the communication phase. When
the communication phase ends, the bandwidth will be re-allocated to analytics. If the interval be56

tween two adjacent predicted traffic is too short, e.g., shorter than twice the latency of updating a
vSwitch (which is 180 ms in our case), there will be no further adjustment within this interval.
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Figure 4.9: Predicted communication phases of GTC

4.2.4

Overhead Analysis

The overhead of IOPredictor can be broken down into the following:

1. The overhead of the periodic sampling on vNICs. We use a ring buffer to collect samples
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within a fixed length sliding window. Since the sampling rate is relatively low, the associated
overhead is low and on average we observed 2.45% CPU usage for this activity in our runs;
2. The overhead of inferring SARIMA parameters and predicting communication phases. The
time complexity of computing DWT is o(n), that of inferring and fitting parameters is O(n2 ),
where n is the size of training samples. The complexity of forecasting n future samples is
O(n). Once again, due to the low sampling rate, the associated overhead for these activities
is fairly low;
3. The overhead as a result of mispredictions. In general, Type I and Type II errors are two
metrics for evaluating the accuracy of a prediction model. In particular, a Type I error occurs
if we detect a communication phase that doesn’t actually exist, while a Type II error occurs is
that we fail to detect a communication phase that exists. In the case of GTC, the percentage
of Type I and Type II errors are 3.35% and 3.27% respectively, which means that in most
circumstances, the predictions of GTC traffic are accurate;
4. The overhead as a result of small variations between the start/end time of a predicted phase
and that of an actual phase. For GTC communication phase near the 1800th sample, we
observed that it comes slightly earlier than the predicted time. Consequently simulation can
compete with analytics on network resources until the predicted time. In the case of GTC,
the percentage of predictions that can completely cover (exactly match, or the predicted time
is earlier than the actual time) communication phases is 84.7%.

Table 4.1: Profiling the bottleneck of BAT operations in BAT benchmark
# of containers
# of epoll_wait
# of gettimeofday
CPU clock ratio: gettimeofday/total
# of sched_yield

2
34K
34K
0.148
12

3
457K
457K
0.694
18
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4
483K
483K
0.69
24

5
480K
480K
0.646
30

6
513K
513K
0.616
36

7
538K
538K
0.583
42

8
595K
595K
0.538
48

4.3

Data Movement Bottleneck As a Result of Virtualization

As illustrated in Figure 4.1, data movement in HPC simulations is characterized by a series of
bursty asynchronous transmissions (BAT), in which communication operations are issued in a
short time period asynchronously without waiting for the completion. One example of BAT is the
nearest neighbor exchange (NNE) that’s often performed to synchronize boundary values between
neighboring MPI processors. Efficient BAT is important to the overall performance of communication intensive simulations, and it is becoming even more so as computation becomes cheaper
compared to IO. To that end, various MPI implementations have provided explicit programming
support for BAT, e.g. MPI_ISend, MPI_IRecv and MPI_Sendrecv.
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Figure 4.10: Scalability of BAT on a virtual cluster

To evaluate the performance of BAT in a virtualized environment, we set up a virtual cluster with
16 Linux containers and vSwitches. These containers are evenly deployed on 2 to 8 physical nodes
(using 2 CPU cores per node) on Marmot cluster (Table 4.4). We run the MPI benchmark [27]
on the containers with one MPI process per container. In this benchmark, each process executes
8 × 25 rounds of message exchanges between its two nearest neighbors (left, right). As shown in
Figure 4.10, when the number of containers (3) exceeds the number of physical cores (2), the finish
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time increases by 5x for message size 1,600 KB, and 3x for message size 16 MB, respectively. To
investigate the cause of this performance degradation, we traced the MPI function calls, such as
MPI_Sendrecv, to the kernel level to measure where the time is spent. As shown in Table 4.1,
the percentage of CPU time used by the system call gettimeofday increases from 14.8% to 69.4%,
when the number of containers increases from 2 to 3 (switching to over-subscription status). A
similar trend is observed in epoll_wait. The epoll_wait performs blocking for a certain duration
waiting for an event to occur (e.g. receiving a message from its neighbor), and the gettimeofday
is used to check if the associated wait timer has expired. When the timer is set to 0, epoll_wait
will return immediately, and the CPU will aggressively poll the message queue. As the number of
containers increases, the # of sched_yield will increase by a constant number 6, as shown in Table
4.1. The # of sched_yield makes the benchmark process in a container yield to other peers on a
node, when its CPU time slice is up. We explain the root cause of this experiment in Section 4.3.1.
To further examine this bottleneck, we run GTC on a virtual cluster with 16 MPI processes for 20
iterations of the communication phase. The profiling results are shown in Table 4.2. The virtual
cluster consists of 16 containers, each of which hosts a GTC processor. In the three test cases,
containers are evenly distributed on 2, 4, and 8 physical nodes (using 2 CPU cores per node) on the
Marmot cluster. In each iteration, a processor exchanges 42 separate messages with its neighbors.
The size of each message varies from 67,192 to 263,616 bytes.
Table 4.2: Profiling the bottleneck of BAT operations in GTC
# of containers per physica node
# of epoll_wait
# of sched_yield
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2
3M
6

4
8M
24

8
18M
48

4.3.1

Root Cause

The root cause of the slowdown in BAT (Figure 4.10) is that the current MPI framework is not
designed to run in a virtualized environment. If a physical node is under-subscribed (# of MPI
processes less or equal to # of CPU cores), an MPI process will aggressively poll (epoll_wait) the
receiving/sending queue (the aggressive mode) to handle IO requests. In this mode, CPU polls IO
devices for completion by a spin loop in a busy-waiting fashion. This mode can reduce the amount
of CPU cycles needed for processing an IO request through a shortened kernel path by avoiding
interrupt handling. In contrast, if a physical node is over-subscribed (# of MPI processes more
than # of CPU cores), MPI will select the modest mode, in which it frequently yields (sched_yield)
to its peers, thereby allowing all processes to make modest progress. With virtualization, however,
an MPI process is mapped to a virtual core and isolated by virtualization layer (containers in
Figure 4.10). The MPI framework is no longer aware of the over-subscription status of a physical
node. As such, the aggressive mode is chosen to poll data from a vNIC, and this can cause severe
performance degradation for BAT. For example, a receiver process may occupy a CPU core even
though its message queue is empty, and at the same time a sender process is not allocated any CPU
cycles to enqueue messages. They will be in blocking (epoll_wait) until the receiving process is
preempted (sched_yield) due to CPU time slice up. Thus, sched_yield is an enabler to switch oversubscribed processes to access message queues for sending/receiving messages. In the experiment
of Table 4.1, each process in a container needs call 6 times of sched_yield to complete all message
transmission.

4.3.2

Over-subscription Aware BAT

In this section, we explore ways that can resolve the BAT performance issue due to CPU oversubscription in virtual clusters. We implement a cross-layer software component, over-subscription
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aware MPI (osaMPI), within OpenMPI 1.8.3 and Linux container. This component keeps a
container-to-core mapping table in Linux cgroups. Cgroups is a kernel mechanism adopted by
LXC container to achieve resource allocation. If there are containers created or deleted on a physical core, or adjusted in terms of the number of cores used, osaMPI will update the mapping table. This is done by monitoring the configuration directories of Linux cgroups (/cgroup/cpuset and
/cgroup/cpu) via inotify, which monitors files and directories, and triggers an event when these container configuration files are updated by a system administrator. If the container-to-core mapping
indicates that a core is shared among multiple containers, those containers are marked as oversubscribed, and the MPI processes in those over-subscribed containers will switch to modest mode
to receive and send data. In MPI framework, osaMPI determines the proper mode to perform communication based on the over-subscription status, e.g., aggressive mode for non-over-subscription
status and modest mode for over-subscription status. We have implemented this component within
OpenMPI for most of the collective operations, such as reduce, broadcast, gather and scatter.

4.3.3

Bottleneck Caused by Topology of Virtual Network

As mentioned in section 2.3, vSwitch, an emulated L2 network device, is identical to the functionality of a physical switch. It connects a number of containers and forwards ethernet packets
to destination containers based on the forwarding table and open-flow rules. In order to pass the
ethernet packets through the underlying physical network to remote containers, vSwitches take
advantage of tunneling protocols such as VXLAN, GRE Tunnel, MLPS, and etc., which inevitably
introduce the overhead of packet decapsulation/encapsulation. This overhead can be exacerbated,
if there are multiple vSwitch hops on end-to-end connections.
In order to study how the topology of virtual network affects the overall performance of MPI
collective communication operations, we set virtual networks as star, binary tree and full mesh.
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Figure 4.11: The steps of MPI reduce operation

We then perform a communication benchmark (SKaMPI [122]) on each virtual network. Each
container is assigned one MPI process of this benchmark. Figure 4.11 shows the procedure of
current MPI implementations, such as OpenMPI and MPICH2, performing the reduce operation
on the line topology. The red line means that packets need to be transferred between nodes by intervSwitch connection. This implies that the packet will be decapsulated/encapsulated via tunneling
protocol. The number on the red line represents the number of inter-vSwitch transmissions. For
example, in Step 2, since the message is reduced from C6 to C4, it will be forwarded by two
vSwitches, vS2 and vS3. Figure 4.12 shows the time taken to perform the reduce operation with
various messages sizes under different network topology configurations. As the message size
increasing, the finish time of reduce benchmark increases as well. The results illustrate that the
finish time of the reduce operation in virtual clusters (line, binary tree and star topology) is up to
4x longer than the physical testcase.

4.3.4

MPI Collective Communications in vSwitch Networks

In contrast to self-learning mode, vSwitch in open-flow mode is enabled to receive forwarding
rules from a remote controller. Through the controller, administrators can program specific forwarding rules into any open-flow vSwitch. The advantage of open-flow vSwitches is that a full
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mesh vSwitch topology can be configured with appropriate forwarding policies. This avoids inefficient multi-hop packet forwarding among vSwitches. The downside is that open-flow vSwitches
need more complex and dedicated configurations from remote controller. If the topology of a
vSwitch network is changed, the forwarding rules should be adjusted properly by the open-flow
controller, otherwise the status of the virtual network might become abnormal.
line

btree

star

mesh

Finish time normalized to
physical network
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Figure 4.12: SKaMPI is performed on the virtual cluster and physical cluster. The virtual cluster is
connected via vSwitches with line, binary tree, star and full mesh topology. The y-axis represents
the finish time normalized to physical case. The x-axis represents message size.

4.3.4.1

Constructing Mesh Topology in Open-flow Mode

VSwitches in open-flow mode can be configured in a full mesh topology. This topology can eliminate redundant packet forwarding completely. Any packet from the source container to the destination is at most forwarded via one vSwitch hop. For example, as shown in Figure 4.13, four
vSwitches are configured in a mesh via Linux GRE tunnel (red dashed lines). If C0 sends packets to C4, these packets first arrive at vSwitch vS0. Then, vS0 checks its forwarding table and
makes the action to forward these packets to vS2 via Port 4. As vS2 receives the packets, whose
destination is C4, it will send them to C4 through Port 1.
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Figure 4.13: Open-flow based virtual network in full mesh topology. The blue number on each
vSwitch represents vSwitch’s virtual ports.

4.3.4.2

Two-stage Methods for Collective Communication in Full Mesh VSwitch Network

We take the reduce operation as an example to demonstrate our algorithms for MPI collective
operations in a full mesh virtual network. The proposed two-stage method is based on the three
assumptions: 1) the virtual network is configured in a full mesh topology; 2) all point-to-point
links between physical nodes have the same bandwidth and latency; and 3) virtual nodes are aware
of their sibling nodes in the same physical machine. The idea of Algorithm 1 is that the collective
operation is separated to two steps to minimize packets forwarding among vSwitches. In the
first step, we choose a process leader from a group of MPI processes that reside in the same
physical node. The group leader collects messages from sibling containers via bursty asynchronous
transmission for efficiency. In the second step, group leaders reduce messages to the root process
based on the classical binomial-tree algorithm [137]. In the case of Figure 4.13, if we perform a
reduce operation and the root process is in C0. In each vSwitch, messages are reduced to the group
leaders in C0, C2, C4 and C6. Then, messages are reduced from C2 to C0 and C6 to C4. In the
final step, C4’s messages are reduced to the root process in C0.
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Algorithm 1 Two-stage reduce in full mesh virtual network
1: Let S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sm } be the set of S switches
2: Steps:
3: Select a container as a group leader, leaderk , for the group of containers that is attached to
the same vSwitch sk . The selection rules include: 1) the container contains the root process of
reduce operation, or 2) randomly selecting a container.
4: The group leader collects reduced results by performing bursty asynchronous transmission in
each group
5: Reduce all group leaders’ messages to the root based on the binomial tree algorithm
4.3.4.3

Dynamically Adapt Mesh Topology

The proposed methods for collective communication are based on the assumption that the vSwitch
network is configured as a static full mesh topology. In previous studies, there are dynamical adaptations on virtual network based on the traffic of virtual networks. Investigators [95, 132] have
proposed methods to adapt the topology of virtual network via continually inferring the communication behaviors of the application running on virtual clusters. With these methods, the static
full mesh topology could be simplified as well as guarantee that traffics are delivered directly to
destination vSwitch without forwarding by any intermediate vSwitch.
Table 4.3: Susitna cluster configuration
CPU
RAM
Internal HD
Network connection
OS
Network

Quad Socket, AMD Opteron 6272, 64 bit, 16
MB L2, 16-core 2.1 GHz CPU
16 × 8 GB, SDRAM DIMM, PC3-12800
Memory
Hitachi HUA722010CLA330, 1.0 TB, SATA
3.0Gb/s, 7200 RPM, 32 MB cache
Mellanox ConnectX-3, 40 Gigabit ethernet,
MCX313A-BCBT
CentOS 6 64-bit, 2.6.32_504.8.1.el6
Mellanox Technologies SwitchX based 40
GbE 36-port SX1036B
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Table 4.4: Marmot cluster configuration
Nodes
CPU
RAM
Internal HD

16 or 32
2 Opteron 242, 64 bit, 1 MB L2, 1GHz
8 × 2.0 GB RDIMM, PC3200, CL3
1 × Western Digital Black SATA 7200rpm 2
TB
2 Gigabit ethernet
CentOS 6 64-bit, 2.6.32_504.8.1.el6
1 GbE 152-port extreme networks BlackDiamond 6808

Network connection
OS
Network

4.4

Evaluations

We have conducted performance evaluations on the cluster: Susitna and Marmot [25]. Their configurations are detailed in Table 4.3. Unless otherwise specified, the simulations and analytics run
within separate LXC containers, with each having its own vNIC and a unique IP address. In particular, the GRE tunnel protocol is used to enable a local vSwitch to connect to its remote peers.
The simulation containers on a node are mapped onto 48 cores on socket #1-#3, and the analytics containers are mapped to the first 15 cores on socket #4. The remaining core on socket #4 is
reserved to run IOPredictor and osaMPI.
Table 4.5: Data analytics
Benchmarks
PI (computation intensive)
STREAM (memory intensive)
MPI (communication intensive)

4.4.1

Description
Iteratively calculate Pi
Sequentially scan large arrays
Iteratively call MPI_Allreduce()
and MPI_Allgather() to transmit
40MB data.

Efficacy of SARIMA-based Prediction

In order to gauge the efficacy of SARIMA-based prediction, we run simulations alongside analytics
on Susitna, and evaluate a series of cases where there is potential IO contention between a sim-
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ulation and the associated analytics, and assess the SARIMA-based prediction. Here we run two
large production-quality applications, GTC and BEC, both of which involve substantial MPI communications, and three different types of analytics, i.e., computation intensive, memory intensive,
and communication intensive analytics, see Table 4.5. In all these cases, results are normalized
against the case in which simulations run in a physical environment (no vSwitch and containers
configured) without the coupled analytics. This essentially represents the best case scenario for
comparison. Below is the detailed description of all test cases:

• Case 1 - simulation baseline: Simulations run without coupled analytics on a virtual cluster.
This test evaluates the overhead incurred by virtualization.
• Case 2 - simulation + analytics (MPI/PI/STREAM): We run simulations alongside in-situ
analytics. They run on separate virtual clusters, and are coupled through files.
• Case 3 - simulation + MPI via static traffic control (1:1): Simulations run alongside the
MPI benchmark and we adjust traffic in a static manner. In this case, we allocate network
bandwidth resource to simulation and analytics evenly.
• Case 4 - simulation + MPI via static traffic control (3:1): Compared to case 3, we assign
75% of bandwidth to simulations and 25% of bandwidth to analytics.
• Case 5 - simulation + MPI via fine-grained traffic control (reactive): As opposed to case
3 and 4, traffic is controlled dynamically in a fine-grained manner. In particular, we intercept the MPI communication calls from simulations, such as MPI_Allgather(), and prior to
issuing the communications, we reactively reserve the shared network resource for simulations. Specifically this is done by setting two control parameters, ingress_policing_rate and
ingress_policing_burst, on a vNIC.
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• Case 6 - simulation + MPI via IOPredictor: Compared to case 5, IOPredictor is used to
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Figure 4.14: In Figure 4.14(a) and 4.14(c), we conduct simulations with 192/384 cores on 4/8-node
clusters respectively, with 48 cores per node. Analytics, in the coupled Cases 2-6, are running
with 60/120 cores on 4/8-node clusters respectively, with 15 cores per node. In Figure 4.14(b)
and 4.14(d), the y-axis shows the average throughput of analytics in the four simulation-analytics
coupled cases.

Figure 4.14(a) and Figure 4.14(c) show the wall clock time taken by the main calculation loop in
GTC and BEC. With the interference introduced by communication intensive analytics (Case 2),
the total time of GTC and BEC increase by 40% for GTC and by 55% for BEC. This demonstrates
that interference on the network can significantly impact simulation performance. By reserving
resources for simulations statically, case 3 and case 4 improve the simulation performance. Interestingly, using the fine-grain traffic control (Case 5), while using resources more efficiently, is
unable to further improve the performance. We observe that this is due to the high control overhead
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involved in setting ingress_policing_rate and ingress_policing_burst (up to 90 ms) frequently. Furthermore, using IOPredictor achieves the best simulation performance under interference. The key
idea is while we still dynamically reserve resources for simulations, we want to have a coarser
grained control based on phases, instead of individual communication operations, to reduce the
control overhead. Last but not least, the impact of CPU and memory intensive analytics (case 2) is
low (3%) for GTC and BEC, with simulation and analytics being placed on separate cores. This
implies that the major factor in interference is on the network instead of on the internal bus.
On the other hand, Figure 4.14(b) and Figure 4.14(d) show the average throughput of the MPI
benchmark in 4 test cases. Compared to the cases where bandwidth is statically allocated, IOPredictor can allocate more network bandwidth to analytics when simulations are outside communication phases, thus improving the throughput of analytics. It’s worthwhile to note that the
actual throughput improvement depends on the length of the communication phases: the longer
a communication phase is, the less throughput improvement we can achieve for analytics. Case
2, where GTC/BEC and the MPI benchmark compete freely, represents an upper bound we can
achieve in terms of analytics throughput. With IOPredictor, the throughput of analytics can reach
83% and 51.2% of Case 2 for GTC and BEC, respectively. Note that BEC has relatively longer
communication phases, leading to a lower throughput.
To further illustrate the benefits of IOPredictor, we extended Case 6 to sample the number of
transmitted bytes on one of the vNICs. The bandwidth of the MPI benchmark is initially throttled
to 400 Mb/s, and is dynamically adjusted at the start and the end of the communication phase. The
results in Figure 4.15 indicate that IOPredictor can best utilize network resources by allocating
bandwidth to simulations when needed (i.e., during the communication phase). And during the
computation phase, bandwidth will be shifted to the analytics to ensure fairness, thereby effectively
avoiding the interference between the two.
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Figure 4.15: The initial bandwidth assigned to MPI benchmark is 400 Mb/s. After finishing training IOPredictor (after sample #140 of GTC and sample #200 of BEC), the bandwidth of MPI
benchmark is throttled to a lower level (10 Mb/s) for reducing the interference with simulations.

For the purpose of evaluating the gains of IOPredictor over real applications, we couple simulations with a real in-situ analytics, particle sort, which is a preparatory data manipulation [160].
Practically, sorting the output data of simulations is critical to accelerate subsequent analysis operations, such as query, presentation and visualization. In our experiments, each process of GTC
and BEC outputs 22 MB and 12 MB of particle data respectively in every time step, and these
data are directed into particle sort. As shown in Figure 4.16(a), IOPredictor can largely reduce
the interference between simulations and in-situ analytics. E.g., in Case 6, the performance degradation of GTC and BEC is reduced to as low as 12.1%. In Figure 4.16(b), a side benefit is that
IOPredictor allocates most network bandwidth to analytics when simulations are outside communication phases, thus reducing the data shuffling time of particle sort. Compared to BEC + Sort,
the shuffling time of GTC + Sort is reduced more from Case 4 to Case 6. This is due to that the
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communication phase of BEC is longer than that of GTC, and the reduction of shuffling time is inversely proportional to the length of simulations’ communication phase. The longer a simulation’s
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Figure 4.16: Simulations are conducted with 192/384 cores on 4/8-node clusters respectively, with
48 cores per node. Particle sort, in the coupled Cases 2, 4 and 6, is running with 60/120 cores on
4/8-node clusters respectively, with 15 cores per node.

Table 4.6: Profiling BAT in NNE
# of containers
# of epoll_wait (w/o osaMPI)
# of sched_yield (w/o osaMPI)
# of epoll_wait (with osaMPI)
# of sched_yield (with osaMPI)

2
34 K
12
13 K
739

3
457 K
18
17 K
3014
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4
483 K
24
18 K
3347

5
480 K
30
24 K
3723

6
513 K
36
26 K
3879

7
538 K
42
32 K
4061

8
595 K
48
36 K
4127
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Figure 4.17: The NNE benchmark runs on a single node with or without osaMPI. The x-axis is the
number of containers and the y-axis is the finish time of the benchmark.

4.4.2

Over-subscription Aware BAT

To evaluate the performance of osaMPI for BAT, we run the NNE benchmark within LXC containers. Each NNE run exchanges messages asynchronously 25×8 times. The number of containers we
tested ranges from 2 to 8, over-subscribed to two cpu cores of a node, The message size exchanged
is set to either 1600 KB or 16 MB to assess both the small and the large data case. Figure 4.17
shows the finish time of the benchmark with and without osaMPI. With the awareness of the oversubscribed status, we achieve 2x to 4x speed-up against conventional BAT. In addition, we profile
epoll_wait and sched_yield calls, as shown in Table 4.6. sched_yield makes the blocked processes
yield to peers and helps accelerate BAT. With osaMPI, the number of sched_yield called increases
more than 100 times and the number of epoll_wait drops by 20 times in an over-subscribed state.
Table 4.7: Profiling BAT operations in GTC
# of containers
# of epoll_wait (w/o osaMPI)
# of sched_yield (w/o osaMPI)
# of epoll_wait (with osaMPI)
# of sched_yield (with osaMPI)

2
3M
6
2M
272 K

4
8M
24
2M
298 K

8
18 M
48
5M
739 K

Next, we run GTC on a virtual cluster comprised of 16 containers, with each container hosting a
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GTC processor. These containers are evenly distributed to 2, 4, or 8 physical nodes. The profiling
results, shown in Table 4.7, are consistent with the NNE benchmark (Table 4.6).
In the final set of experiments, we run GTC and NNE on a virtual cluster with or without osaMPI.
The cluster consists of 64 containers mapped to 16 physical nodes (2 CPU cores per node), which
means these containers are in an over-subscribed state. The size of GTC messages varies from
67,192 to 2,171,520 bytes, and the size of each NNE message is 4 MB. Figure 4.18 clearly shows
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Figure 4.18: Finish time of BAT. The x-axis is the sequence numbers of BAT operations. The
y-axis is the finish times of BAT operations.

4.4.3

Evaluate Two-stage Methods with MPI Communication Benchmark

In this experiment, we perform the collective operations, reduce and gather, on Marmot cluster.
Each node contains two containers as well as one vSwitch. The two containers are attached to
the vSwitch. Each container runs a benchmark instance. The topology of this vSwitch network is
configured as binary tree and full mesh. We manipulate the topology via vSwitch’s open-flow interface. The results of the binary tree topology and full mesh topology are as shown in Figure 4.19.
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The x-axis represents the message sizes, from 4 KB to 16 MB. For the average case, the benchmark processes are randomly assigned to containers in the full mesh topology. We perform the
experiment for 100 times and plot the average results. The default case is consecutively assigning
the benchmark processes from the containers in the root vSwitch to those in the leaf vSwitches of
the binary tree topology. We set the first process as root for collective operations. In the binary
tree topology, our proposed reduce and gather outperform OpenMPI up to 6x and 5x respectively.
In the full mesh topology, our proposed reduce and gather outperform OpenMPI up to 3x and 1.5x
respectively. This is due to the fact that in the full mesh topology, packets are transferred and
encapsulated/decapsulated at most twice by the intermediate vSwitches which are much less than
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Figure 4.19: Average case: randomly assign MPI processes to containers in the binary tree topology and the full mesh topology, and perform collective communications. Default case: consecutively assign processes from containers in the first vSwitch to the last. The results of both cases
are normalized to the finish times of two-stage collective reduce and gather. The x-axis represents
message sizes.
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4.4.4

Finish Time Distribution of Reduce and Gather

To further illustrate the performance overhead of OpenMPI on virtual network environments, we
plot the cumulative distribution of the finish times of random OpenMPI testcases with 1 MB message size. In the random testcases, we randomly change the placements of the benchmark processes
in the virtual networks. We compare the CDF of OpenMPI to the average finish time of our twostage methods (vertical lines in Figure 4.20). In the binary tree topology, Figure 4.20(a) illustrates
that our two-stage reduce is more efficient than all OpenMPI testcases and the two-stage gather
outperforms 95% of OpenMPI testcases. In the full mesh topology (Figure 4.20(b)), our methods
outperform 94% of OpenMPI testcases. We observe that a number of testcase results are comparable to our two-stage methods. This is due to the fact that in those testcases the OpenMPI collective
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Figure 4.20: Reduce and gather operations are performed 1,000 times with randomly assigning
MPI processes to containers. The CDF shows the distribution of reduce/gather’s finish times via
OpenMPI. The vertical lines are the average finish times of two-stage methods. The x-axis represents finish time.
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Figure 4.21: Matrix multiplication and n-body simulation are performed on the virtual clusters
(binary tree, full mesh). The left y-axis represents the finish time of communication. The right
y-axis represents the speed up of two-stage methods compared to OpenMPI. The x-axis represents
n-body’s particle size.

4.4.5

Evaluate Two-stage Methods with Real Applications

We compare the two-stage methods to OpenMPI with two real applications, matrix multiplication
and n-body. Both applications are run on Marmot cluster with 16 nodes. Each node contains
two containers as well as one vSwitch. These two containers are attached to the vSwitch. Each
container runs an application process. The workloads of applications are assigned to 32 processes.
The topology of this vSwitch network is configured as binary tree or full mesh.
The input size of matrix multiplication is from 64 × 64 bytes to 2048 × 2048 bytes. The multiplicand matrix is partitioned column wise and scattered to all the processes using MPI_Scatter. The
multiplier matrix is broadcast to all the processes using MPI_Bcast. After finishing computing,
each process use a gather operation to submit the corresponding part of the intermediate results.
As illustrated in Figure 4.21(a), the testcase using two-stage methods has better performance while
the message sizes are medium and large. In average, the two-stage methods achieve at least 1.45x
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speedup over OpenMPI.
The second application is n-body simulation. In physics and astronomy, n-body is a simulation
of a dynamical system of particles, usually under the influence of physical forces, such as gravity.
The size of one particle object is 40 bytes, and the input size is from 64 to 20,480 particles. The
number of iterations in one n-body run is set to 10. After each iteration, the n-body instance
calls gather to collect intermediate results. As shown in Figure 4.21(b), two-stage methods can
outperform OpenMPI from 1.2x to 1.6x in the full mesh topology. The performance of collective
communication can be improved up to 10x by adjusting topology from binary tree to full mesh.

4.5

Related Work and Discussion

Coupling scientific simulations with data analytics: Coupling data analytics and simulations has
been recognized as an effective solution to reducing data movement overhead in HPC. Scientists
have proposed various in-situ analytics, e.g. feature extraction [145, 97], visualization [45, 60].
Additionally, a set of co-running platforms at the system level is designed and implemented to
enable analytics running more efficiently, such as PreDatA [160], Bredala [61], BurstFS [148] and
DataSpaces [56], and more energy economically [68]. Our work differs in the sense that we couple
simulations and analytics in a virtualized environment.
Mitigating interference on HPC platforms: The interference between coupled applications has
been a serious performance issue on HPC platforms for a variety of reasons [157]. Goldrush [161]
harvests idle resources, such as CPU cores and memory to efficiently run in-situ data analytics. It
uses a fine-grained scheduling to “steal” idle resources in ways that minimize interference between
simulation and in-situ analytics. CAER [111], ReQoS [134], CALCioM [58], IO re-routing [101],
and shared burst buffer [138], implement contention-aware schedulers (or coordinators), which
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enable worker processes to periodically detect contention on shared IO infrastructures, and dynamically mitigate the interference. Researchers have also investigated reducing the interference
issue via IO auto-tuning [44, 43] and prediction techniques [59, 38]. Our research differs in the
methodology that is used to reducing interference between competing applications.
Enhancing virtual networks and resource provisioning on virtual clusters: Researchers have
studied the performance of inter-VMs communications at various levels. Hyper-switch [119] combines the existing IO virtualization architectures, such as Xen and KVM, by hosting device drivers
in a driver domain to isolate faults, and placing a packet switch in the hypervisor for efficiency.
NetVM [87], virtual TCP offload [51], VNET/P [152, 153] and VNET/P+ [52] are high-speed
network packet processing systems for supporting inter-VM communications in virtual networks.
For bandwidth scheduling on cloud platforms, PROTEUS[154] optimizes IO resources under interfering workloads via network IO profiling. KRAKEN[67] and TRINITY[83] provide dynamic
bandwidth guarantee based on users’ bandwidth requests. Nevertheless these approaches do not
discover or model the realistic communication patterns, and proactively avoid the mutual interference. In the area of virtual resource provisioning, ACIC [100] automatically searches for optimal
storage system configurations for applications running in the cloud, using machine learning to
perform performance/cost predictions. Niu [117] proposed a Semi-Elastic Cluster (SEC) computing model to reserve and dynamically resize a cloud-based virtual cluster based on job history.
Lang [94, 40] proposed a dual stack and dynamic adaptive core mapping to improve resource provisioning for HPC and commercial applications. However, these studies didn’t address the data
movement issues of coupled applications in a virtual environment where over-subscription may
occur.
Optimizing MPI communications: MPI is a framework for distributed or parallel programs to run
on BigData, HPC as well as cloud computing platforms. MPI has been implemented and optimized
on various computing environments. Li [99] and Ma [107] analyzed the performance bottleneck of
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MPI collective operations in NUMA, and proposed a set of algorithms to enhance the performance.
Gong et al. [72] assume that the network topology information is hidden by the cloud platform,
such as Amazon EC2, and developed novel network performance aware algorithms for collective
operations. However, those algorithms and software do not deal with the performance issue of
asynchronous transmission in a virtualized environment, especially when CPU is over-subscribed.
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CHAPTER 5: SIDEIO: A SIDE IO SYSTEM FRAMEWORK FOR
HYBRID SCIENTIFIC WORKFLOW

Recent years have seen an increasing number of Hybrid Scientific Applications. They often consist
of one HPC simulation program along with its corresponding data analytics programs. Unfortunately, current computing platform settings do not accommodate this emerging workflow very
well, especially write-once-read-many workflows. This is mainly because HPC simulation programs store output data into a dedicated storage cluster equipped with Parallel File System(PFS).
To perform analytics on data generated by simulation, data has to be migrated from storage cluster
to compute cluster. This data migration could introduce severe delay which is especially true given
an ever-increasing data size.
To solve the data migration problem in small-medium sized HPC clusters, we propose to construct
a sided IO path, named as SideIO, to explicitly direct analysis data to BDFS that co-locates computation with data. In contrast, checkpoint data may not be read back later, it is written to the
dedicated PFS to maximize IO throughput. There are two components in SideIO. An IO splitter separates simulation outputs to different storage systems (PFS or BDFS); an IO middle-ware
component allows original HPC simulation programs to execute direct IO operations over BDFS
without any porting effort. By experimenting with two real-world scientific workflows over a
46-node SideIO prototype, we found that SideIO is able to achieve comparable read/write IO performance in small-medium sized HPC clusters equipped with PFS. More importantly, since SideIO
completely avoids the most expensive data movement overhead, it achieves up to 3x speedups for
hybrid scientific workflow applications compared with current solutions.
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Figure 5.1: High Level System Design
5.1

SideIO Design

To begin with, there are three problems to be solved.
a) IO separation: The outputs of HPC simulations are conducted to different storage systems, with
low overhead and source code modification.
b) IO interface incompatibility: HPC simulation programs can not directly write to BDFS.
c) Resources Contention: HPC simulations are compute-intensive and normally write massive
amounts of data, whereas HPC analytics spend most of the time in reading and performing minimal
computations on large data sets. By running both simulations and analytics in single cluster, a
potential problem of resources contention, especially for storage, is created between simulation
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writes and analytic reads.
In this section, SideIO is presented to address these three problems and achieve the following
goals:

• Compute-intensive cluster outputs its simulation results to the data-intensive resources and
checkpoint data to PFS.
• Analytics are performed on the data-intensive resource (There is no data migration, no matter
how many times the analysis operations are performed.)

The overall design of SideIO is illustrated in Figure 5.1, consisting of three major components: an
IO splitter, an IO middle-ware and an IO scheduler. They are briefly described below and will be
detailed in the following subsections.
Component I: IO Splitter extends ADIOS [103] for separating checkpoint data and analysis data
from simulations’ outputs by users’ configuration.
Component II: IO Middle-ware is developed to support various IO methods adopted by simulation applications. It includes two subtasks: a) providing a write interface for HPC simulations
to write scientific datasets to data-intensive file system; b) offering an interface to convert the
random/concurrent exclusive IO into sequential/concurrent IO to enable parallel writing in BDFS;
Component III: IO Scheduler is developed to balance the IO consumption in the situation of coexistence of both simulations (writing result data sets ) and analytics (reading/writing data sets).
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5.1.1

Software Component I: IO Splitter

In order to provide compatibility to various IO methods and IO libraries, Adaptable IO System
(ADIOS) [103] has been designed for both parallel APIs and PFSs, facilitating IO operations requested by applications that have different programming abstractions on various PFSs. ADIOS
takes advantage of external configuration files (XML format) to configure IO operations in scientific workflows. The attributes of IO configuration include variable name, dimensions, format
(e.g., netCDF, HDF5 and etc), along with data transformations desired. In addition, ADIOS
API provides a set of methods for interacting with simulation source code such as adios_open,
adios_group_size, adios_write, adios_close and etc. The concrete IO operations performed are
abstracted from users. One advantage of this design is that it hides complexity away from users
and modifying IO behavior doesn’t require recompiling applications.
To demonstrate the design of IO Splitter, we select HDFS as the underlying BDFS. IO Splitter, in
conjunction with Virtual HDFS (VHDFS), enables MPI-based applications to interact with HDFS
and place simulation output (checkpoint or analysis data) to an appropriate storage (PFS or HDFS,
and the storage target/DataNode). Since ADIOS is an open framework and allows for easy expandability, we implement the functionality of SideIO by inserting a shim layer on top of the transport
layer (i.e., POSIX, pHDF5, and etc) into ADIOS. Specifically, we append a set of new attributes to
ADIOS’s IO configuration file for annotating data, e.g., file system type, network interface and port
of file system server (optional), etc. Additionally, HDFS API (libhdfs) needs to be integrated into
ADIOS’s library. When an application is configured to move data into HDFS, ADIOS internals
map an IO operation from application space to HDFS-specific operation. Such design allows IO
Splitter to maintain compatibility with existing ADIOS-enabled applications so that applications
don’t need to be upgraded in order to benefit from SideIO.
Figure 5.2 shows an example of IO Splitter. In the left piece of code, a bold pair of SPLIT84

TER_Init() and SPLITTER_Finalize() indicates that SideIO turns on the middle-ware, IO Splitter,
which enables ADIOS to conduct its IO routines to different storage systems such as Lustre and
HDFS according to external XML configuration. The right piece of code shows how to configure
writing a variable, description, into a file “/hdfs/test" in HDFS. The bold attributes are extended
attributes in ADIOS for describing the parameters of HDFS’s IO interfaces.
// IO Splitter Interface
SPLITTER_Init();
MPI_Init();
MPI_Comm_rank();
adios_init(“config.xml”,….);
adios_get_group(&grp_id,”testHDFS”);
adios_open(&buf_id,….);
adios_write(buf_id, description);
adios_close(buf_id);
adios_finalize();
MPI_Finalize();
SPLITTER_Finalize();

// IO Splitter Configure File
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<adios-config host-language="C">
<adios-group name=“testHDFS ">
<varname=”description”
type=“string” value=”test value”
fs_type=“HDFS” ip=“128.0.0.1”
port=“9001” replica_no=“3”
related_path=“/hdfs/test” />
</adios-group>
<method method="MPI-IO"
group=" testHDFS"/>
</adios-config>

Figure 5.2: Sample Code: the Interface and Configuration File of IO Splitter

5.1.2

5.1.2.1

Software Component II: IO Middle-ware

Design Considerations

ADIOS also could facilitate IO operations requested by different programming abstractions on
different Parallel File Systems. As shown in Figure 5.3, various IO libraries exist for expressing
scientific data in many different ways, e.g. pHDF5 [22] and pNetCDF [98]. MPI-based scientific
applications, which write data using MPI-IO, or through libraries such as pNetCDF and pHDF5,
eventually use MPI Independent/Collective IO interface to operate against the underlying Parallel
File Systems. The basic IO methods of simulation applications are significantly different from IO
operations to Data-Intensive File Systems such as HDFS. To solve this problem, an IO middle85

ware, is designed to support both MPI Independent IO and Collective IO so that eventually the
higher level IO libraries such as pNetCDF and pHDF5 are supported as well. Through this middleware, our data-intensive storage system is able to support parallel IO methods for three types of
HPC applications: a) Simulations, b) Analytics, and c) Visualization (MPI based or MapReduce
based, such as ParaView).
Data Configuration File
(XML)
Parallel File
System

POSIX

Reads

Checkpoint Data
Reads/Writes

Scientific Application
IO Splitter
(Extended ADIOS)
Analysis Data
Writes

pHDF5

MPI-IO

MPI Independent IO

MPI-AIO

pNetCDF

MPI Collective IO

MapReduce & MPI
Based Analytics
Analysis Data
Reads/Writes

Virtual HDFS (VHDFS)
Data-Intensive File System (HDFS)

Figure 5.3: IO Middle-ware in SideIO
In order to demonstrate our approach, we employ the Hadoop Distributed file system (HDFS) [47]
as our BDFS. We develop the IO middle-ware as a virtual distributed HDFS software layer (VHDFS)
between MPI-IO library and physical HDFS on the basis of Fuse-DFS [10], which is based on the
Filesystem in Userspace project FUSE [11]. It supports basic IO operations such as reads, writes
and directory operations through Linux commands on HDFS. Fuse-DFS is chosen for the following reasons: a) FUSE is capable of providing a standard file system interface without editing kernel
code; b) MPI applications are able to perform IO operations against HDFS without any code mod-
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ification; c) current Fuse-DFS solutions already support basic IO operations such as reads, write
and directory operations through Linux commands, which reduce the whole cycle development effort; d) Although FUSE introduces some overhead, our experimental results show that the benefit
we gain by saving scientific data movement can easily exceed the cost of the overhead produced
even with one time run.

5.1.2.2

Random/Concurrent Write

Random write and concurrent write are two common IO access methods in scientific applications.
Even with the support of Fuse-DFS, these two essential IO methods cannot be realized in HDFS.
The main reason lays on the HDFS IO characteristics, which can be explained in twofold: a)
HDFS uses append writes, that is each time the write is appended to the last saved files/offsets; b)
to simplify the consistency management, HDFS chooses exclusive writes/updates strategy which
means any file can only be opened for write/append by one single process which obviously conflicts
with concurrent write/updates. Fuse-DFS, as a translation layer, translates the applications IO
operations to HDFS IO operations, however, it is not designed to incorporate the complicated
parallel IO operations into HDFS.
In light by PLFS [46, 79], which utilized the log-structured file systems to improve the performance
of checkpointing [123], and by SCALER[156] and CHAIO[88], which make the HDFS change Nto-1 parallel write to N-to-N write, we revised the original Fuse-DFS by adding an abstract layer
VHDFS on top of HDFS as shown in Figure 5.4 to support the two parallel writing functions
(concurrent and random write). The basic idea of VHDFS is to create a virtual mapping layer
that maps one logic file (exposed to the upper applications such as HPC simulations) to multiple
physical files (in HDFS) and use index tables to manage and locate the specific physical files in
HDFS.
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Figure 5.4: VHDFS design architecture
VHDFS creates a folder on the underlying HDFS for every logical file in scientific application to
be written. From HDFS point of view, the basic structure of a folder consists of multiple physical
files, transparent to running applications. All physical files are stored in HDFS and spread across
all the data nodes; meanwhile we adopt a table to store the index information of the mapping
between the applications and the actual HDFS physical files. Since we only need to store mapping
information in the tables which only requires basic database functions, a shared file based table or
a database table is sufficient.
On one hand, when a process performs random writes to a virtual file, as shown in Figure 5.4, the
process will send a random write operation to VHDFS, which will search the metadata table to
determine the actual data file and the actual write offset from the original random write offset. If
the actual data file exists and the actual write offset is zero, the data file will be truncated to zero
and then re-opened to write the new data; if the actual data file does exist but the actual write offset
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is non-zero, then the data will be appended to the actual data file; otherwise the data will be written
to a newly created file. At last VHDFS will update the data extent records stored in the metadata
table to reflect the new data mapping. Through this metadata recording strategy, a process is able
to perform random write to a HDFS file. At the same time, when a process wants to read a virtual
file, VHDFS will read the metadata table first, map the original read offset to the actual read offset
of the actual data file, and then read the data files with actual read offsets from HDFS.
Another issue to address is the concurrent write. Suppose there are multiple processes trying to
write to a same file concurrently, for example process 1 through process N shown in Figure 5.4
would write concurrently to FileA. We must ensure the procedure of updating the same file are
not interrupted by another process; otherwise there might be conflicts and the contents might be
inconsistent. To tackle this problem, we ensure that every writing process is engaged to one single file in HDFS and it exclusively writes to that file with no conflicts with other processes. As
illustrated in Figure 5.4, when Proc1 wants to write some bytes to FileA, it would actually write to
subFile1 in HDFS and record the mapping information between original writing information and
actual writing information in the metadata table. With this one-one write mapping, SideIO avoids
conflicts caused by multiple processes writing to one single file concurrently.

5.2

Experimental Results and Analysis

We have tested our proposed SideIO at UCF CASS cluster consisting of 46 commodity nodes as
shown in Table 5.1.
In the following Subsection 5.2.1, we configure PVFS2 and HDFS on these 46 nodes to test the
effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed IO middle-ware and IO scheduler with LLNL’s IOR
benchmarks[15]. Specifically, we adopt PVFS2 version 2.8.2 and Hadoop File System version
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0.20.203. for PVFS2 we use one node as metatata server and other 45 nodes as IO servers. For
HDFS configuration, we use one node as NameNode and other 45 nodes as DataNodes.
Subsection 5.2.1.2 evaluates SideIO through real scientific workflows. As CASS’s hardware is
different with the supercomputers: each node has internal disks, the experimental setup is updated. We split the cluster into PFS storage part( 15 nodes) and integrated data-intensive/computeintensive cluster part (30 nodes), as shown in Table 5.2, data-intensive cluster is configured with
Hadoop File System: one node for the NameNode and JobTracker, one node for the secondary NameNode with NFS v3.0 installed, and other 28 nodes as the DataNode/TaskTracker. In the same
cluster as compute-intensive cluster, MPICH 1.4.1 is installed as compute framework. PVFS2 is
installed as HPC storage system on the PFS storage part: one node as the metadata server for
PVFS2, and other 14 nodes as the IO servers. Most experiments are using this configuration unless indicated otherwise. HPC-Tra is configured on storage part and compute-intensive cluster
part. SideIO is configured on storage part and data-intensive cluster part. Our proposed system
is beneficial to a set of HPC applications with the following main characteristic: the output data
of compute-intensive jobs are large scale and analyzed afterward in a cluster with limited network
resource. We conduct two different sets of experiments with two real applications—Flash with
ParaView and QCD with ADAT, in which Flash and QCD are typical HPC simulation applications
running over the HPC clusters. To understand the simulation output, ParaView and ADAT are
launched.
Before each running of benchmark instances or scientific analytics, we clear the Linux file system
cache in order to make the required data loaded from disks.
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Table 5.1: CASS Cluster Configuration[158]
15 Compute Nodes and 1 Head Node
Dell PowerEdge 1950
2 Intel Xeon 5140, Dual Core, 2.33 GHz
4.0 GB DDR2, PC2-5300, 667 MHz
2 SATA 500GB (7200 RPM) or 2 SAS
147GB (15K RPM)
Network Connection
Intel Pro/1000 NIC
Operating System
Rocks 5.0 (Cent OS 5.1), Kernel:2.6.1853.1.14.e15
30 Compute Nodes
Make& Model
Sun V20z
CPU
2x AMD Opteron 242 @ 1.6 GHz
RAM
2GB per core
Internal HD
1x 146GB Ultra320 SCSI HD
Network Connection
1x 10/100/1000 Ethernet connection
Operating System
Rocks 5.0 (Cent OS 5.1), Kernel:2.6.1853.1.14.e15
Cluster Network
Switch Make & Model
Nortel Nortel BayStack 5510-48T Gigabit
Switch
Make& Model
CPU
RAM
Internal HD

Table 5.2: HPC-Tra and SideIO Testbed Deployment
Testbed
HPC-Tra
SideIO

15-Node Cluster installed PFS
Storage Part
(saving checkpoint data and analysis data)
Storage Part
(saving checkpoint data)

5.2.1

30-Node Cluster installed HDFS
Compute-intensive Part
(running simulations and analytics)
Data-intensive Part
(running simulations, analytics
and saving analysis Data)

Evaluating SideIO with Hybrid Workflow

In this section, we will firstly compare the performance of SideIO with/out IO scheduler. Then we
discuss the efficiency and overhead of SideIO.

5.2.1.1

Efficiency of IO Middle-ware Layer

In order to reduce the data migration, we develop a middle-ware to facilitate hybrid scientific
workflow. In our prototype, we extended ADIOS to split IO and chose FUSE mount to transparently redirect parallel IO operations to BDFS IO interface. Thus, we perform tests to evaluate the
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incurred overhead of the SideIO implementation.
SideIO is built upon ADIOS and the Virtual File System (VFS). The IO call firstly needs to be
parsed by extended ADIOS to determine the storage system, and then go through the kernel of the
client operating system. For instance, to open a simulation file to write through SideIO in HDFS,
QCD issues an adios_open() call, which is firstly captured by ADIOS and completed with the
concrete destination storage system from then XML configuration file and then trigger the VFS’s
generic system call (sys-open()). Next, the call is translated to hdfsOpenFile(). Finally, the open
operation will take effect on HDFS. We conduct experiments to quantify how much overhead the
translation layer running parallel BLAST incurs.
We write a parallel program with MPI and let the parallel processes on 45 nodes (each with 4
MPI processes) open different files, employing two kinds of IO operations. The first one directly
uses the HDFS library while the other is with MPI_FILE_OPEN(), running HDFS “file open"
through our SideIO. For each opened file, we write 100 bytes dump data and then close the file.
We repeated the experiment several times. We found that the total time through SideIO is around
0.096 seconds in average . The time through direct HDFS IO is 0.123 seconds. This may result
from the overhead connecting and disconnecting with hdfsConnect() independently for each file
when we directly use HDFS library. On the other hand, through SideIO, HDFS is always mounted
on each compute node, which connects to HDFS as a client, thus resulting in less time to open a
file in HDFS.
We also conduct a second experiment to evaluate the bandwidth performance through the native
method of uploading data to HDFS. We write a script and run “copyFromLocal" on different number of compute nodes to transfer 1G data from their local disk to HDFS. We find the average
bandwidth is around 33.7 MB/s without SideIO. In comparison, with regards to the write bandwidth at a 45-node configuration, the average write throughput is around 30.1 MB/s per node on
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HDFS with using SideIO. In all, IO splitter and IO middle-ware introduce negligible overhead if
we consider the time to migrate them from PVFS to HDFS.

5.2.1.2

N-to-1 write via IO Middle-ware

We evaluated the performance of SideIO’s component, VHDFS, which maps the N-to-1 IO to Nto-N IO on BDFS. We scaled up the number of data nodes in the cluster and compared the write
performance of two host file systems — PVFS2 and HDFS as illustrated in Figure 5.5 During the
experiments, we mount HDFS and PVFS2 as local file system at each data node if MPI processes
are spawned on that node, and use IOR to generate N-to-1 and N-to-N IO load and adopt 1 MB
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Figure 5.5: N-to-1 Write via VHDFS

As the experiment scale up to 45 nodes, the throughput overhead of VHDFS increases to 6.2%. On
the other hand, the throughput overhead of performing N-to-1 write on HDFS with VHDFS, is less
than 13.6% comparing to N-to-N write on PVFS2. The results show that VHDFS enables HDFS to
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process N-to-1 write with low overhead comparing to traditional PVFS2. This VHDFS overhead
is mainly introduced by updating virtual file mapping table in VHDFS metadata management. In
addition, this experiment also shows that with VHDFS the average MPI file open time of N-to-1
write is 1.79 second, comparing to 0.35 second for the file open time of N-to-N write. This is
caused by that VHDFS has to create N virtual files in HDFS, as well as initiate virtual file mapping
table in VHDFS’s metadata management component.

5.2.1.3

Discussion on SideIO’s Fault Tolerance

Fault tolerance is an important factor to a middle-ware system. As for our SideIO, we consider the
fault tolerance issue from two aspects. The first is from scientific application level. In SideIO, we
still keep applications’ checkpoint data and save these data in traditional PFS. While errors happen
at runtime, applications can restore its running status to the latest checkpoint. On the middle-ware
level, VHDFS’s metadata is vulnerable and essential to both N-to-1 and concurrent access patterns.
This metadata is distributed to multiple nodes via consistent hashing policy. On each node, the
metadata is persisted asynchronously on a key/value database system, such as BerkeleyDB, in
order to guarantee its consistence and high performance.

5.2.2

Real Scientific Applications

In this section, we aim to mimic an in-situ data processing environment. The scientific applications are run over SideIO and HPC-Tra architecture. At certain time steps, the analytics programs
(ParaView and ADAT) load the outputs of applications.
FLASH [9] is a modular, parallel multiphysics simulation code capable of handling general compressible flow problems found in many astrophysical environments. It uses the MPI library for
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inter-processor communication. The HDF5 or Parallel-NetCDF library for parallel IO is used to
achieve portability and scalability on a variety of different parallel computers. In our experiments,
HDF5 was used as the default parallel IO library. The data FLASH generates will then be visualized by visualization software called ParaView [24]. Both FLASH and ParaView are developed
using MPI. Thus this workflow is matched perfectly with the first configuration of current HPC
data analytics architecture (shown in Figure 1.2 a)). In this set of experiments, we compare the
total execution time for the whole workflow between the traditional solution and our solution, as
shown in follows.

TV HDF S = TF lash + TP araV iew
Ttra = TF0 lash + Tmigration + TP0 araV iew

(5.1)
(5.2)

where TV HDF S and Ttra are the total execution time for our solution and traditional one, TF lash and
TF0 lash are Flash execution times; TP araV iew and TP0 araV iew are ParaView execution times; Tmigration
is the time of data movement from HPC parallel file system to compute resources.
Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is provided by USQCD [30], which does simulation
for data analysis. QIO is the IO kernel of the QCD provided by USQCD. QIO provides for a test
suite, qio-test(1-8), which consists of several different types of IO patterns. We passed all eight
tests using our VHDFS to write data to HDFS. ADAT is the analysis suite for the output of QCD
simulation and analyzes the XML files. It provides a variety of analysis operations of which we
use the hadron_spec_strip (HSS) analysis for our data-intensive workload. HSS analyzes multiple
XML files and generates a set of output files. We implemented a MapReduce version of ADAT
running on HDFS based on the original C + + ADAT code. The MapReduce ADAT splits files
among multiple maps such that each map task generates the identical set of output files for the
given input file and then the reduce phase reads all of the map output files and combines all output
files with the same properties. This workflow requires the second configuration of current HPC
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data analytics infrastructure (shown in Figure 1.2 b)).

TV HDF S = TQCD + TADAT
0
0
Ttra = TQCD
+ Tmigration + TADAT

(5.3)
(5.4)

0
0
where TQCD and TQCD
are QCD’s execution times in different scenarios; TADAT and TADAT
are

ADAT’s execution times; Tmigration is the time of data movement between HPC parallel file system
and data-intensive cluster.
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Figure 5.6: FLASH and ParaView comparison on SideIO and HPC-Tra

5.2.2.1

FLASH and ParaView

We compared the performance of the workflow (Paraview after FLASH) in both the data-intensive
cluster and the compute-intensive cluster. For the control experiments, we build the same configuration as Figure 1.2 a). FLASH is launched in the compute part while PVFS2 is installed in storage
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part, in which one node is used for metaserver while the others are IO servers. In this configuration, FLASH writes its results and checkpoints into PVFS2 and ParaView is also reading those
results from PVFS2 for visualization. To test SideIO, HDFS is configured similarly on 30 nodes
compute part. In this configuration, FLASH and ParaView are directly writing and reading from
HDFS using our SideIO framework. In addition, the checkpoint data of FLASH is still written to
PVFS2, which is installed in storage part. Then we compare the completion time under different
visualization repetitions. All the experiments were done three times and our results are based on
the average. Specifically, when using SideIO, we launch MPI processes for FLASH and ParaView
with the same order on the 30 nodes in order to distributively write/read data to/from HDFS.
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Figure 5.7: ParaView execution time comparison on SideIO and HPC-Tra

Figure 5.6 shows the performance comparison of running FLASH+ParaView over SideIO and
HPC-Tra. The completion time is influenced by the number of analysis/visualization performed.
Moreover, given the increasing number of repeated visualization operations, the performance gain
of SideIO grows exponentially. For example, in an initial setting with one FLASH simulation and
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one ParaView visualization, the execution times of SideIO and HPC-Tra over PVFS2 are comparable. When we increase the visualization iteration by 64 times, SideIO finishes its execution three
times faster than the HPC-Tra architecture. As shown in Figure 5.7, the time breaking down for
paraview shows the reason: with the increasing number of analysis conducted, the time for data migration in the HPC-Tra configuration has increased significantly when (between compute resource
and PVFS2) more analysis repetition times are performed, which leads to a larger percentage of
the whole completion time.
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Figure 5.8: QCD and ADAT comparison on SideIO and HPC-Tra

5.2.2.2

QCD and ADAT

In this section, we run QCD for simulation and ADAT for analysis. Different from FLASH+ParaView,
ADAT is an MapReduce program which is required to be conducted on HDFS. Thus, QCD+ADAT
is very suitable to fit with the usage of Hadoop system.
In HPC-Tra settings, QCD performs its simulation with many time steps and outputs its results and
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checkpoints to PVFS2. If at a certain simulation step, ADAT analytics need to be performed on
the QCD simulation output, the data at that time step needs to be transferred to HDFS when using
HPC-Tra architecture. While using our solution, QCD and ADAT are directly operating on HDFS
(data-intensive part), while QCD’s checkpoint data is separated to PVFS2 on storage part using
SideIO. We use QIO-test5 to generate a amount of 1TB data and then performed ADAT analysis
several times accordingly. Finally, as aforementioned, the total completion time is compared,
which includes a) simulation IO time, b) data migration IO time and c) data analysis IO time.
Similar trends can be observed in Figure 5.8, the overall completion time of QCD and ADAT over
SideIO is shorter than the completion time on HPC-Tra architecture. The QCD execution time
includes the simulation running time, simulation results saving time and checkpoint saving time.
Moreover, with the number of analysis needed to perform increases, the gap between SideIO and
HPC-Tra is growing. When the number of analysis performed reaches 4, SideIO is almost 2 times
faster than HPC-Tra. The reason is similar, the more number of analysis, the more data are needed
from PVFS2 and HDFS for ADAT analytics, and hence the more data migration.
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Figure 5.9: QCD and ADAT comparison on SideIO and HPC-Tra
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To further show the advantage of SideIO, we scale up the number of analyses. This leads to more
analysis data are migrated between storage resources and computing resources. Similar to previous
experiments, Figure 5.9 shows that the overall completion time of QCD and ADAT over SideIO is
shorter than the completion time on HPC-Tra architecture. Moreover, with the number of analysis
needed to perform increases, the gap between SideIO and HPC-Tra is growing. When the number
of analysis performed reaches 100, SideIO is more than 3 times faster than HPC-Tra. The reason
is that there is more data needed to be moved from PVFS2 and HDFS for ADAT analytics while
running more analyses. As shown in Figure 5.10, the time breaking down for ADAT shows the
reason: with the increasing number of analysis conducted, the time for data migration (between
compute resource and PVFS2) in the HPC-Tra configuration has increased significantly when more
analysis repetition times are performed, which leads to a larger percentage of the whole completion
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Figure 5.10: ADAT execution time comparison on SideIO and HPC-Tra

Two interesting points to notice: a) the speedup of QCD+ADAT is higher than the speedup of
FLASH+ParaView; b) the speedup will reach a maximum value regardless of the analysis run
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number. They both can be explained by the well-known Amdahl’s law: the speedup is usually
bounded by the part that we are not able to improve. As the execution time (cannot be improved
by our solution) of ADAT is taking a larger percentage of the total completion time, the speedup
for ADAT is lower than ParaView. Mathematically, denote TsSideIO and TsHP C as the execution
time of the simulation application in SideIO and HPC respectively. TaSideIO and TaHP C for the
execution time of analytics in SideIO and HPC respectively, and Tmig for the data migration time.
Then the speedup S of running N analysis can be calculated as below:
Table 5.3: Comparison among existing solutions
Working Level
Data
Hardware
Application
File System
Framework

S=

Representatives

Data Migration

Scalability

Portability

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

No

No
No
No

Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

ISABELA-QA,
Scala-H-Trace
ORNL’s Jaguar,
LANL’s Roadrunner
VisIO, USFD
Shim Layer
Proposed SideIO

(TsHP C − TsSideIO )/N + (Tmig + TaHP C − TaSideIO )
TsSideIO /N + TaSideIO

(5.5)

where the completion time for the workflow with N analysis in SideIO is TSideIO = TsSideIO +
N ∗ TaSideIO and the completion time in HPC is THP C = TsHP C + N ∗ (TaHP C + Tmig ). With the
value of N increasing, the maximum speedup is widely determined by:
Tmig + TaHP C
TaSideIO

(5.6)

which means the higher the ratio of data migration to analytics execution time is, the more speedup
can be gained. This is reasonable since data-intensive applications which spend most of time reading benefit more from co-located compute and storage than applications requiring little reading.
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5.3

Related work

With the increasing popularity of HPC data analytics, many researchers have been aware of these
challenges. Specifically, the data movement overhead incurred between simulation clusters and
analysis clusters, becomes a major contributor to the performance bottleneck. In recent years, various solutions have been developed to reduce the data transfer overhead and they are summarized
in different levels according to the modification level, as shown in Table 5.3.
The most straightforward way is to reduce the transfer overhead by decreasing the data size. Researchers proposed data-level approaches such as sampling, indexing and data compression. By
using these approaches, the systems only transfer a small amount of the total data set per query,
thus reducing the network transfer overhead. For example, random sampling reduces the data size
by abstracting the statistical properties of the data. Bitmap indexing [8] is adopted by a number
of scientific applications [120, 149] because of better indexing compression rate and fast boolean
query operations. The ISABELA-QA project compressed the data and then created indexing of the
compressed data for query-driven analytics [96]. Wu et. al. developed scalable performance data
extraction techniques, and combined customization of metric selection with on-the-fly analysis to
reduce the data volume in root cause analysis [150]. Yin et. al. proposed a method for optimizing
parallel data access on distributed file systems (DFS) via taking advantage of the data-locality of
BDFS [158][147]. In summary, these approaches alleviate the network transfer overhead into a
reasonable range for some specific applications. However, they cannot completely eliminate the
overhead as our proposed framework-based solution.
Scientists made hardware-level improvements for simulation clusters by adding new hardware
nodes into supercomputer. Typical large supercomputers such as ORNL’s Jaguar and LANL’s
Roadrunner have two networks: a classic fast interconnect between compute nodes, and a recently
added slower storage network. A small number of IO nodes are added into the system and dual102

connected to both networks. Data transferred between compute nodes and the storage system is
routed through these IO nodes by a multi-point network connection to parallel file system. This
architecture significantly improves the overall IO throughput [80, 133]. The disadvantage of this
approach is that the additional cost of the network makes it much more expensive than a comparable amount of storage attached directly to the compute nodes as is the case in BDFS. More recently,
scientists attempt to add new staging nodes to promote “in-situ data processing" concept in supercomputers [14] which introduces even more cost to the network. In addition, to reduce the interference between the simulation and in situ analytics, other researchers proposed GoldRush [161],
which uses fine-grained scheduling to “steal" idle resources from computing nodes. However, their
efforts are for the improvement of super computing instead of analysis. These settings can NOT
handle MapReduce style HPC analytics applications, which are increasingly more popular.
As for application-level, researchers modified the application directly in order to make MPI-based
applications execute parallel IO at the most popular BDFS–Hadoop file system. The representatives include VisIO [114] and USFD [109]. VisIO modified visualization application ParaView [24]
and made ParaView run on the TACC-hosted Longhorn super cluster. USFD changed the QCD [30]
particle and nuclear physics simulation code and made it run on the LANL 64-node Intel EMT cluster. These approaches show the elimination of the transfer overhead by directly access the BDFS.
However, the application-level solutions have a major draw back of poor portability, namely, the
solutions cannot be used on other applications. Also, the write operation is not considered in these
application as they are targeting on Simulation Once Analyze Repeatedly (SOAR) applications.
Tantisiriroj et. al. proposed a file system-level approach which implemented a PVFS shim layer
that enabled the Hadoop applications to run on parallel virtual file system – PVFS2 [136]. By
adding functions of preselecting, file layout and replication via a shim layer into PVFS2, this work
allows both simulation and analytics programs to run on a single PVFS cluster without the any data
movement. However, one major limitation of this shim layer is lack of appropriate interaction with
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runtime and other higher level layers in the framework. For example, experimental results of a
recent work [115] show that the performance(in terms of throughput) degrades considerably when
mixing the two workloads (periodically checkpoint write and consistently analytics read) together.
It is because the two types of workloads are competing same IO resources and the resource allocation problem cannot be well-addressed at the file-system level. To tackle this scheduling problem
of contention, Hindman et. al. presented Mesos [82], a hierarchical scheduling mechanism, to
decide the resource allocation for different frameworks (such as Hadoop and MPI) running on
the same cluster. Huang [84] proposed a resource allocation framework to BDFS by leveraging
lightweight virtualization technologies. It made an implicit assumption that different frameworks
can be running on the same cluster which is the intention of our paper. Our paper provides a a
framework level solution to eliminate the data migration overhead from the root.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

In this dissertation, we firstly analyze and evaluate the block IO control functionalities in Linux
containers, which is the technical foundation of various resource management platforms, such as
YARN [128], Mesos [72], and Google Borg [129]. In particular, we observe that both proportional
IO allocation in container and virtual clock based methods can be significantly impaired, when
there are intervals between synchronous sequential IO requests. We design and develop a dynamic
IOPS throttling based method, IOPS Regulator, to accurately allocate distributed IO resources according to weight with low overhead. It is implemented as a kernel module and can be applicable
to a broad range of containerized applications including Big Data applications on distributed storage systems with request intervals and synchronous sequential IO. We further demonstrate that
these intervals does exist in real Big Data file systems, and propose a distributed IO containerization system, BDFS-Container, that can be integrated into distribute file systems (e.g., HDFS), and
proportionally allocate the IO resources of BDFS to multiple users via embedded IOPS Regulator. Given that BDFS-Container is built on the existing container-based virtualization, it can easily
integrated with other container-based cluster management systems (such as Mesos and Yarn) to allocate the IO resources. The experiments using the IOR benchmark and real applications show that
BDFS-Container can promote the fairness of proportional allocation by 74.4% on average and reduce the IO time of a high priority application by 31.7%. Second, in the aspect of network-level IO
management, data movement between simulation and data analytics has become a severe performance bottleneck in HPC IO subsystems. Coupling analysis and simulations on the same high-end
compute node is widely deployed to reduce this bottleneck. Unfortunately, coupling analytics and
simulations inevitably introduces non-negligible interference on the shared network stack. In this
research, we predict simulation communication phases, and use virtual switches to mitigate the
network interference. Our comprehensive evaluation shows that having virtual network devices
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manipulate the traffic can improve the performance of coupling scientific simulations and analysis
with negligible overhead. In addition, we find that bursty asynchronous transmission will be seriously degraded on virtual clusters (connected by vSwitches), when multiple virtual nodes share
a single CPU core (i.e. over-subscription). To resolve this problem, we develop an MPI level
middleware to improve the performance of BAT by 3x on virtual clusters. Third, in traditional
HPC architectures, data migration waste a huge amount of execution time of Hybrid Scientific
Workflow, especially write-once-read-many workflows. To address the data migration issues, we
have proposed a Side IO Framework (SideIO) after examining the limitations of current HPC architectures and disadvantages of existing solutions. Extensive experiments are conducted to prove
the effectiveness of SideIO. By experimenting with two real-world scientific workflows over a
46-node SideIO prototype, we found that SideIO is able to achieve comparable read/write IO performance with current small to medium HPC cluster equipped with parallel file system, and up to
3x speedups for hybrid scientific workflow compared with current solutions. In addition, SideIO’s
scheduler can effectively regulate workflows’ read/write contention on shared storage systems.
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